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Setting it up 
 

Install requirements for the stand-alone app 

1. Download and install the ArbMakerCE-Setup.msi from the link you received at the time of purchase/lease. Using an ArbMaker install file from any other source 

means using a tampered version and might produce unexpected results. We disclaim all liability for these and users bear full responsibility for the performance 

and consequences of unauthorized modifications by 3rd parties to our intellectual property. 

2. Double click the ArbMaker icon to run. 

 

Installing 

1. Run the ArbMakerSetup.msi file.  

2. When the licensing screen appears copy and paste the License Key you received via email in the box and click on “Close” 

3. If you are using an evaluation version there is no need for a key. You will see the box below on startup – just click ‘Close’ to continue.  
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Setting expectations:  limitations of this software 

Technical limitations 

In a perfect world we could ask ArbMaker to look back 25 years at the entire universe of equities at our disposal and deliver the best trading opportunities globally. 

In this less than perfect world ArbMaker has been optimized to perform very large scans over a three to five year horizon. There are different reasons for this: 

 Just 3 years’ worth of price data is 750 observations per symbol. 330 symbols generate a possible 54,285 different pair combinations. That is over 40 million 

observations to run. Stretch it back to ten years and it becomes over 134 million.  Technically it is not feasible with even the best off-the-shelf computers and an 

optimized database to handle several hundred million data points and return results fast enough to keep users satisfied. Grass grows faster.  

 For the purposes of trading the vast majority of results are fails. It depends on the precise scan criteria but our own methods exclude well over 90% of the 

combinations run. ArbMaker therefore takes advantage of this by not using a database as part of the scanning method. The SQL database only holds and tracks 

the results users wish to keep. This permits the software to process all calculations in cache memory at very, very high speed.  

This all means that most users will be able to run combinations of at least 50,000 over 5 years and, unless the criteria selected in the Options screen (see the Quick Start 

section below for details) are particularly loose, a great many more than that. A typical scan of this size will last between 30 and 40 minutes. 

The software will handle 10 years scans of 10,000 combinations with the same provisos referred to above. A scan this size will last 18 to 21 minutes. 

Speeds depend on data connection, data vendor and asset class. FX and futures tend to be slower than equities. Intra-day is slower than end-of-day. 

 

Strategic limitations 

ArbMaker software is a tool-set to help strategy implementation. It is not the strategy or black box itself. Its strength is scanning for cointegration, analyzing the returns 

and back testing them all at the pair level.  

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPU_cache
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Known issues & Miscellany 
 

1. Charts are sharper than in the prior version because out-of-market days and times have been removed. At the daily level this was not previously noticeable. But 

the introduction of intra-day charts makes this a necessity.  

2. On the Results screen if the first character used in the filter function in columns “Beta”, “R squared”, “Axis Crossings”, or “MRC” is the "." the software will crash. 

Please begin with a number (eg ”0.5” rather than “.5”). This bug comes from a fault in the third party software driving ArbMaker’s graphics functions and has 

been reported. 

3. The zoom controls of the graphs, as well as their resizing, can provoke random crashes. We believe this bug also comes from a fault in the third party software 

driving ArbMaker’s graphing features. We intend to move to an upgraded suite of graphics as a result. 

4. It is possible to find and save pairs under Yahoo that move from cointegrated to not cointegrated (and therefore blank on the Watchlist). This is not an ArbMaker 

bug; Yahoo can produce what seem to be random changes to its data, particularly non-US data. 

 

Caution: Important Information  

 
ArbMaker offers some flexibility on settings because this may free computer and internet resources - thus affecting performance. You must exercise care in dealing with 

settings. 

 

1. Inside the 'Data Sources' screen, “UTC” is specific to the intra-day feed: checking it in the data feeds converts transaction times to Coordinated Universal Time 

which allows cross time zone, like-for-like comparisons. If you are only scanning within the same time zone you may unclick this. 

2. Inside the 'Data Source' screen, “Open H” applies to intra-day feeds only: when checked only data recorded during market hours will be pulled. Pre-open and 

post-close data will be ignored. 

3. The 'Trading Hours' screen: controls for the opening hours of the exchanges and their time zones are set here. You should not change the time zone defaults 

without good reason and without a thorough understanding of the logic behind it.  There is no need to worry about Daylight Saving Time changes as they are 

taken into account automatically. 
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Quick start 
This section covers the basics of setting up and running a test. For greater detail and information on using the Watchlist (where signals can be set) please also consult the 

“ArbMaker: a how-to-use-it example” section. 

Choose a default currency 

Set your default base currency after install, Go->Parameters->Currencies->Select Currency by Clicking on the Currency's Row->Set Default 

Load symbols 

Head to the symbol management screen, Go->Parameters ->Symbols 

Uploading our files 

Go->Parameters->Symbols->Import Symbols 

If you are uploading one of our sample US or global equity files (the links to these are sent during the order process), navigate to its location and select it. There is no 

need in this case to add countries or exchanges - we have preloaded over 20 Countries and Exchanges that match our symbol files to avoid that. 

Uploading your own files 

First you must ensure the Country and Exchange you plan to load symbols for exists. If these are not amongst the preloads we ship with then, using the example of South 

Africa under Bloomberg: 

1. Go->Parameters->Currencies->Add New Currency 

On the new line enter “ZAR” for Currency Code and “South African Rand” for Currency Name. 

2. Next, Go->Parameters->Countries->Add New Country 

On the new line enter “ZA” for Country Code and “South Africa” for Country Name. Then from the pull down in the Currency column select “South African Rand” 

3. Then, Go->Parameters->Exchanges->Add New Exchange 

On the new line put “JSE” for Exchange Code;  “ZA” from the pull down for Country; “Equity” from the pull down for Type; “Johannesburg Stock Exchange” under 

Description; “Bloomberg” from the pull down for both “Provider” and “Default”; and “SJ” in the Bloomberg column. 
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4. Next, Go->Parameters->Trad. Hours 

Under the Exchange column find the “Johannesburg Stock Exchange” row and complete the details for ‘Time Zone’, ‘Open From’, ‘Open To’, ‘Lunch frome’ and 

‘Lunch To’. 

5. Finally, Go->Parameters->Symbols->Import Symbols 

Navigate to your South Africa symbol file, select it and click Open.  

The CSV or TXT Format to follow 

If you create your own upload files they must be laid out like this without headings: 

Country Code|Exchange Code|Symbol|Company Name|dummy value 1|dummy value 2|dummy value 3|Sector|Industry 

ArbMaker uses the pipe delimiter “|” to separate fields. This can be produced by pressing and holding the “Alt” key followed by “1” then “2” and then “4”. 

An example in .csv format: 
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And, on the next page, in .txt format: 
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Loading symbols manually 

Go->Parameters->Symbols->Add New Symbol 

A new line will appear on screen for users to fill in. Only the Exchange and Country fields are pull-down choices; the others are freehand entries. 
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Using Your Own Price Data 
Users may wish to use data from a different source from those provided by ArbMaker. The application accepts this data provided it is prepared as follows (there is also a 

screenshot at the end of this section of an end-of-day example): 

(a) Set up the data in the format below – this is the Yahoo! data format. ArbMaker uses the ‘Adj Close’ in unit roots and cointegration calculations; if your data is set 

up differently than below, you can simply use place fillers for the 2nd through 5th fields and include the data you want ArbMaker to use in the last field: 

Date* Open High Low Close Volume Adj Close 

2013/04/03 29.06 29.38 28.31 28.95 221800 28.95 

 *See (f) below 

 ArbMaker uses the Yahoo! format in dealing with data, i.e., the chronological or sort order of the data is from ‘newest to the oldest’ dates. User Data 

Files must use the Yahoo! order. 

 Make a note of the global exchange in which the symbol is being traded 

 

(b) Create a directory in your computer and save the .csv files in the directory. 

 Name data files using the following style: ‘exchange_symbol_interval. The default interval is daily data, so non-daily data files intervals are:  

(i) H (hourly) 

(ii) HH (30 mins) 

(iii) Q (15 mins) 

(iv) FM (5 mins) 

(v) M (minute)  
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 For example, IBM, traded in the NYSE would have six files if the user wishes to create ‘User Data Files’ for all intervals in ArbMaker. 

 

.csv file name Interval 

NYSE_IBM Daily 

NYSE_IBM_H Hourly 

NYSE_IBM_HH 30 minutes 

NYSE_IBM_Q 15 minutes 

NYSE_IBM_FM 5 minutes 

NYSE_IBM_M 1 minute 

 

(c) Set up the Datasource in ArbMaker 

 

1. Click Feeds -> Datasources 

2. Copy the directory in which you are storing the manual data files, for example: C:\Financial Data 

3. Paste this in the cell intersecting ‘Programme’ and ‘User Data Files’ 

 

(d) Set up feed to ‘User Data Files’ 

 

1. Click Parameters -> Exchanges 

2. For each exchange in the symbols you have saved in your local directory, go to the ‘Provider’ and ‘Default’ columns and change the feed to ‘User Data Files’ 

 

 When you run the Scanner the information will be drawn from the files located in the local directory you have defined. 
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(e) Choose the frequency in ArbMaker when running Scanner.  

Prepare a Scanner run as before. Prior to running the chosen symbols, choose a frequency if the scan is one of nondaily data or symbols. 

 

(f) Date time formatting 

ArbMaker reads the date and time in the format ‘yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss’. If your data in any frequency is in a different format, such as the one in (a) above, you 

must change to the ‘yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss’. In MS Excel: 

(i) Select the range with the date time format you want to change 

(ii) Click on <Number> in the ‘Home’ Tab 

(iii) Select <Custom> 

(iv) Type ‘yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss’ – for example – or the appropriate string in the box below ‘Type:’ inside the Custom dialog box 

(v) <Enter> to confirm action – the date format should change in the selected range 

 

On the next page is an example of the formatting required for an end-of-day file: 
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Note that: 

 For Daily data, where the time date stamp is probably not critical on the time side, do not add the ‘hh:mm:ss’ string. 

 For nondaily data or symbols, make sure you set up the date format to include the ‘hh:mm:ss’ string in the time date string format. If the string is absent, 

ArbMaker will in all likelihood reject the symbol’s data. 

 ArbMaker uses the Yahoo! format in dealing with data, i.e., the chronological or sort order of the data is from ‘newest to the oldest’ dates. User Data Files 

must use the Yahoo! order. 
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Scanning 

Run an End-of-Day test 

1. Go->Operations->Coint Scan 

2. Set the date range. Default is the start of 2011. 

3. Click ‘Options’ and choose your scan parameters (see “The Options Filter” section and Appendix E for a full explanation of each of these parameters). 

The screen you will see is shown overleaf: 
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(Note that the ’Bypass Filters’ box will work for up to 500 pairs; and more info on the PACF is in Appendix A). 
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4. Select your pairs. This can be freehand with the mouse or with the arrow keys. The filters provide great precision over the types of company selection. For 

example: 

 

5. Click “Run Pairs”. Default data will come from either Google or Yahoo as per the (adjustable) parameters under Parameters ->Exchanges screen below. To set up 

IQ feed, Bloomberg or to use your MT4 feed see Appendix B. 

The results are then generated; and on the next page is an example of an end-of-day scan using Euronext data. The highlighted pair is Sopra SA and Cap Gemini SA, both 

quoted on the Paris bourse. A detailed discussion of such results is described after the next two sections on intra-day scanning and the Google data feed.  
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Run an Intra-Day test 

ArbMaker also scans at the intra-day level. Users can select the following resolutions: 

 1 minute 

 15 minutes 

 30 minutes 

 60 minutes 

And any number of observations between 500 and 2500. 

The scans can be performed with either IQ, Bloomberg, your MT4 feed or Google. Google, however, can be very slow at certain resolutions – please see the next section 

for an explanation and further comment on this feed. 

The intra-day scanner uses matched ticks and transaction data by default. In practice this means that only transaction data from the same times is used for the 

cointegration algorithm. For example, if one symbol has data at 13h15 but not the other symbol then that data point is discarded.  

In addition, the matched ticks algorithm converts all geographies to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) in order to take account of differences between time zones and 

local time stamps. In practice this means that only data generated by two symbols when their respective markets are concurrently open will be considered by the 

algorithm. 

Users can also select whether to include or exclude pre market and post market data using the “Open H.” option under the ‘Data Sources’ tab. 

Note that when calling for observations of a given length – say, 1500 – the software looks at the last 1500 data for both symbols and matches it up. It will be the case, 

especially at shorter resolutions, that the final result may display far less than 1500 matched ticks. 

The option of running an intra-day scan without the matching is not recommended for robust results. 

A screen shot with guidance on how the intra-day algorithm is set up and run is on the following page: 
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On the following page are some sample results of an intra-day scan of several Industries within the Technology sector of the Euronext and London markets. 

The graphs show Dutch Unit4 N.V. and the UK's AVEVA Group PLC. The scan called for 1450 observations at 30 minute intervals. Here we've opened the “Details” tab to 

show the underlying price data. 

Graphs and screen layouts are fully configurable and can be saved by using the ‘Save layout’ buttons in each module (eg: ‘Coint. Scan’, ‘Portfolio’, ‘Watchlist’ and 

‘Tracker’). 

Note that ArbMaker is able to perform cross time zone scans like this by automatically converting local stock market times to Coordinated Universal Time and then 

matching concurrent transactions times across different zone. Daylight Savings Time is also automatically taken into account. 
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Google Finance Feed: some comments 

ArbMaker includes a second free data feed – Google’s. 

 The feed opens access to new markets. Mainly this is because: (1) it has what so far appears to be more reliable data for geographies such as Italy, India’s 

National and Bombay Stock Exchanges and the UK; and (2) it covers others that Yahoo and IQ do not such as Japan’s Tokyo Stock Exchange. 

 The feed also carries intra-day data. On the one hand this creates a new analysis horizon; and on the other it is a useful tool in jurisdictions where short sales 

cannot be carried overnight – notably India. 

 Google cover forex with end-of-day data from Citibank – at least officially. It is possible to get 60 minute ticks from them for FX for some pairs. However, even if 

a user asks for less than that the max we have seen return is 60 minutes. 

 Google data is real time in the US, UK, Italian and Indian equity markets (see proviso below) 

The feed is good but imperfect: 

1. Where we can cross reference its quality easily (against IQ for example) there are instances where data values are slightly different. Generally these are not 

material. However, we have found two examples from a pool of over 40 where stock splits have not been applied retrospectively at the end-of-day level 

(Universal Health Services, Inc. for example). 

2. For non-US companies the types of problem we have seen are missing data (very rare), smaller periods of continuous data than competitor feeds (rare) and one 

case where an Irish firm (CRH Plc.) quoted on the London Stock Exchange carries early data in euros (e.g. €10.25) and recent data in pence (e.g. 891p). 

3. The proviso on Google’s real time US quotes is this: the last price does not fully consolidate all exchange volume. This only happens over the subsequent 15 

minutes. Therefore the ‘live’ price is in fact not the true real time price. Google carry this note to explain:  

Real-time price data represents trades which execute on the NASDAQ and NYSE exchanges. Volume information, as well as price data for trades that don’t 

execute on those exchanges, are consolidated and delayed by 15 minutes (NASDAQ), 20 minutes (NYSE). 

4. There is a similar volume delay effect for the real time price given for the UK but it is much smaller. We have not audited the other RT exchanges. 

5. At the intra-day level the 15 minute and 60 minute increments are not fully reliable. This is because query requests sometimes go repeatedly unanswered or are 

returned incomplete. We have implemented a quality check process on the data which will loop many times in order to fetch complete queries. However, these 

two resolutions remain problematic. 
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End-of-day Results and Graphs 

Once a test is completed the output will be posted to the “Results” tab. A typical screen looks like the one below with more or less information available by 

adding/removing columns. Descriptions of these options are available in Appendix E: 
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The “Cointegration” columns indicate whether a pair is cointegrated with 95% confidence and 99% confidence with “OK” being a good result and “Abort” being a fail.  

Selecting a pair then permits graphing via the buttons at the top of the screen. These graphs can be manipulated and anchored/docked by user choice. For example: 
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The Options filter 
The Options filter serves two purposes: 

1. Allows users to pull pairs that meet specific criteria aimed at maximizing the output of tradable pairs 

2. Filtering lets the software work more efficiently by allowing it to ignore outright fails and (for example) hard to trade pairs 

The criteria in detail: how to use them 

PACF confidence 

The Partial Autocorrelation Function. Appendix A covers this in detail. This specific control determines how rigorously, in term of statistical confidence, the scan handles 

autocorrelation (see the glossary entry below if necessary).  

Max lags  

The number of lags ArbMaker will look back at and adjust the residuals data for. Generally speaking, the more lags chosen the harder it is to trade the pair.  The software 

is locked at “0” in order to automatically filter out autocorrelated pairs – and a choice of 0 actually means ArbMaker only considers series not requiring any lagging. 

 

By using results unaffected by autocorrelation operations are simplified. This is partly a choice in response to beta user feedback for a more streamlined user experience 

but there are also other practical reasons. 

  

Cointegration testing involves running many regressions. But sometimes, in order to remove autocorrelation, one of the price series needs to be offset against the other 

by one or more time periods (ie the “lag”). An example from economics illustrates the point: car and home sales are typically related to interest rate levels. But the 

relationship is not instantaneous – the impact on sales might trail the change in interest rates by 1 or more time periods. To properly analyze the two series (either 

visually in a chart or by regression) it is necessary to shift – or lag – the sales data so it lines up with the change in rates that impacted it.  

 

Removing the autocorrelation is the same thing but a little in reverse – the goal is to randomize the data, not find correlations.  

MRC 

The Mean Reversion Coefficient (consult the glossary for the definition). Values between 0 and -1 suggest stable systems. Values less than -1 are not untradeable but 

suggest less stable systems for which the readjustment may over shoot. 
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R squared 

Set to 0 to 100 by default (ie ignored by the filter). Higher R2 returns results where the model has better explanatory power of the dependent Y variable. Scans with this 

parameter set loosely risk returning data in such a volume as to crash the software. A good model fit will be above 75% which is also a filter level that permits ArbMaker 

to handle very large scans. 

Half-life 

Half-life (see the glossary entry for a detailed definition) is measured in days in the options screen. It is also derived from the MRC and because of this is by default to 0 

(which means it is ignored) by the filter. Running both at the same time is asking for conflicting results and makes little sense: thus use a value for either the Half-life 

filter or the MRC in the filter. But not both. 

Axis crossings & Tolerance 

The more evenly the spread of a pair cross the x axis the higher, theoretically, the quality of the trading entry points – assuming the chart is oscillating evenly above and 

below the line (see the “Spread Normality” settings below). The Axis crossing rating ranks these crossings by evenness per quartile on a scale of 1 to 4 with 4 being the 

best. 

These rankings – and the returns ArbMaker brings – also depend on the “Tolerance” settings chosen. The tolerance is the amount of leeway users permit ArbMaker to 

exercise when scanning pairs. For example, if a pair makes 36 crossings during the date range analyzed a perfect distribution by quartile would equal 9.  With a tolerance 

of 35% the software would accept an amount 35% either side of 9 (rounded). Thus observed crossings per quartile between 6 and 12 would get a ranking of “4”. 

The default is 1 meaning all ranks 1 through 4 are returned.  

Spread Normality 

As a general rule, the greater the normality of the spread series the easier it is to forecast and therefore trade profitably. The Spread Normality settings apply a 

qualitative rating on a scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 being the best) on the distribution by quartile of the spread series. These are designed particularly for fixed beta scans. 

There is one setting for the positive spread values and another for the negative spread values. The ranking is made by comparing the actual distribution to what it would 

be in a normal distribution. 

Again, there is a Tolerance parameter. There is no “best” setting. 100% is the max setting and will pull the most returns. We suggest 65% is a base from which to 

experiment. 

For an example of a chart ranked 1 for axis crossings and spread normality versus another ranked 4 all the way through please look at the “Using ArbMaker: a how-to-

use-it-example” section under the section “3. Normality Ratings”. 
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Use Logs/Prices 

Choose between natural logs or raw price data. Natural logs are used by convention but the turning points of both are the same. However, it can be useful to compare 

the two: cointegration in one but not the other may suggest the relationship is weak. 

Use Rolling Z 

If ticked this uses a user-selected number of observations to calculate and present the Z-score on a “window” basis rather than summed basis of the entire data 

population. The effect brings greater accuracy to back testing. 

Beta Method 

See Appendix M for details. 
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ArbMaker: a how-to-use-it example 

The Goal 

This software is a tool to help find and trade equity arbitrage opportunities consistent with the Engle Granger cointegration methodology. 

That means producing cointegrated pairs of securities - like the one graphed in the screen shot below - which produce highly tradable windows of opportunity 

corresponding to the black circles overlaid on the key “Spread Z-score” plot:  
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The Key indicators and tools 

1. Spread charts 

The most important chart shown is the “Spread Z-scores”. In the back tester another version of this chart appears under the title “Bollinger Bands”. All other 

information, graphed or numeric, supports the validity and credibility of these charts and the trading opportunities they reveal. 

First of all, what is a Z-score? It is just another name for standard deviation which is itself a measure of spread in a statistical sample. 

Still, why are Z scores so crucial?  

An example will help: if, as in the above chart of 0083/0012 (Hong Kong pair Sino Land Company Ltd / Henderson Land Development Company Ltd), the spread of a 
pair of equities reads ± 2 Z scores from the mean value of the series; and the trader has checked that the overall distribution of the series is normal or near normal; 
then he knows that it is an exceptional reading. Only 2.27% of a normal distribution will fall in those areas. The graphic below of the classic “Bell curve” helps visually 
explain this: 
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All of this suggests, if the pair underlying the spread is truly cointegrated, that future observations will trend the graph back toward the mean value – because that is 
where most observations must lie in an approximately normally distributed series of data. 

2. Normality charts 

For the Z scores to be helpful the data it applies to should be as normal as possible. Fully normal is just about an impossibility in a trading context; but an 

approximation is not. ArbMaker uses to two plots to tackle the task: 

(i) PACF 

Please consult Appendix A.  

(ii) Q-Q Normality 

Please see the entry for “Normality” in the Glossary section below. 

 

3. Normality Ratings 

ArbMaker uses qualitative ratings in addition to the PACF and Q-Q plots to rank - on a scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 being the best) - the number of times the spread series 

in the “Spread Z-scores” chart crosses its own axis; and to rank the actual distribution of the spread values compared to a normal distribution. 

These are the key under a fixed beta regime to finding evenly oscillating spread charts of pairs that are potentially the most tradable. On the next page is an example 

of an intraday chart with rankings of “1” in terms of axis crossings, “1” for its positive standard deviations and “1” for its negative standard deviation: 
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And overleaf is an example of another with rankings of “4”, “3” and “4”: 
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These rankings – and the returns ArbMaker brings – also depend on the “Tolerance” settings chosen. The tolerance is the amount of leeway users permit ArbMaker to 

exercise when scanning pairs. For example, if a pair makes 36 crossings during the date range analyzed a perfect distribution by quartile would equal 9.  With a tolerance 

of 35% the software would accept an amount 35% either side of 9 (rounded). Thus observed crossings per quartile between 6 and 12 would get a ranking of “4”. 
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Trading it 
The “Spread Z-scores” chart plots the divergence and re-convergence of cointegrated pairs thus identifying their tradable extremes. These tradable points are measured 

by standard deviations and tend to fall in the region of ± 1.5 to 2 standard deviations. When these levels are reached it is the signal to traders to take a position in the 

underlying securities composing the spread series. ArbMaker’s setup is such that Symbol Y, as shown in the output screen, is the short side when Z scores hit positive 

extremes. 

In the case of the chart at the start of this “how-to” section the companies are Hong Kong pair Sino Land Company Ltd  (0083) and Henderson Land Development 

Company Ltd (0012) with 0083 being the Y Symbol.  

At a position of -2 (touched at observation ~900) the signal to buy 0083 and sell 0012 was made. ArbMaker provides the signal, the underlying prices and the proportion 

of each to take in the long/short equation (derived from the beta of each pair – see Appendix M for more on fixed and time-varying betas). 

Using the beta 

Pairs trading using the Engle Granger methodology is about analyzing the extent to which one company impacts the movement of another. In our charts the lead 

company is called “Symbol X” and the responding company “Symbol Y”. Beta shows the sensitivity of the relationship between these two.  

For example, a beta of 2 suggests a movement of $1 in Symbol X will produce a movement in Symbol Y of $2. For trading purposes this means buying equal dollar 

amounts of X and Y would be a mistake – the hedge would be out of balance. It also means that entering pairs trades where beta does not equal one is not a dollar-

neutral trade. That is, one side has a different outlay to the other which sometimes makes financing requirements more expensive than a dollar-neutral trade. 

The calculation to balance pairs with beta is:  

Dollar amount of Symbol Y = beta x dollar amount of Symbol X 

Or: 

Dollar amount of Symbol X = dollar amount of Symbol Y / beta 

The back tester in ArbMaker performs the balancing automatically under the fixed beta regime. With a time-varying beta the balancing is performed in the spread 

calculation thus leaving each half of the hedge money neutral – see point 2 in Appendix M for the math behind this. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation
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Tracking it 

ArbMaker also lets users save pairs like 0939/0016 to a watch list in order to track them. That list can update automatically or whenever a user desires, manually. 

The Watchlist 

From the “Results” tab users can save any pair they wish to follow by clicking on the “Watch” button. These pairs are viewable by clicking on the “Watchlist” button in 

the left hand pane. The first time pairs are loaded the “Refresh” button must be clicked to activate them on the list and make them visible. Similarly, whenever new 

pairs are added to the list the screen must be refreshed to activate them. 

The Watchlist can also be configured with graphs in the same way as the “Results” screen. Further, it can be set to update automatically in increments of 5 minutes by 

ticking the “Auto run” box and selecting the interval. Or users can leave it unticked and update the list manually by pressing the “Refresh” button. 

An important note: if you compile a watch list using the Google or Yahoo feeds and then switch to IQ or MT4 (or vice versa) some pairs may come back empty and show 

“Abort” instead of “OK” in the Cointegration columns. This is not a bug. Different feeds do not match 100% and cointegration results are sensitive. Some Google and 

Yahoo pairs are not cointegrated under IQ (and vice versa); or, more often, the filter criteria under the “Options” button marginally exclude the cointegrated pairs from 

one or the other feed. 

Details tab 

By clicking the “Details” button (see the screen shot on the next page) the following changes to the parameters of any pair can be made: 

1. The starting date: to change the date range – and therefore the stat and graphical output – of a given pair in the Watchlist: 

Go->Operations->Watchlist->Details->General Info 

A dialogue window opens with assorted statistical data. There is also a “Start Date”. Change this either freehand or using the calendar tool and then exit. Hitting 

the “Refresh” button will update the series with the new starting date. 

2. Logs vs prices: select a cointegration analysis using either natural logs or prices. Natural logs are used by convention but the turning points with raw prices are 

the same. However, it can be useful to compare the two: cointegration in one but not the other may suggest the relationship is weak. 

3. Rolling Z vs single Z: a rolling Z takes a user-defined window size of observations with which to show the Z-score rather than on the basis of the entire data 

population. 

4. Beta method: choose from either the fixed beta methodology or one of the time-adaptive models (DESP or Kalman – see Appendix M for details about the 

settings). 
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The Back tester 

The new, cross-asset ready, 3.0 back tester is accessed from the Watchlist screen by clicking on the “Test” button. This calls up the dialog box below where test criteria 

are chosen via a ‘tree menu’: 
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Back tester Quick Start guidance: 
1) In 'Active Strategy' click 'Entry Criteria' 

2) In 'Available Criteria' select a criteria such as ‘Z-Score’ 

3) Click Add and the screen below appears: 
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4) Enter your parameters 

5) Repeat for each part of the ‘Active Strategy’: Entry, Stop loss and Target. 

6) As you create the strategy an equivalent text description is created as a sense check that you are getting what you thought 

7) Once a strategy has been created it is remembered by the pair. This is an important point: by remembering the strategy when a pair is moved from the watch list 

to a portfolio (using the ‘Track’ button) the strategy goes with it. The strategy can subsequently be finessed if required from inside the portfolio itself. 

8) Decide if you wish to tick the “Reset Amounts” box. Unticked and the test will roll over profits (and losses) into the subsequent trade. 

9) Input your leverage. The entry of 2.5 is another way of saying 40% which is the standard Interactive Brokers offers. For forex the number may be much much 

higher under the typical MT4 forex broker. For futures the up/down arrows can be used to match the amount shown in the Margin boxes to prevailing futures 

brokers rates. 

10) Hit “Test”. The results will be accessible under the various tabs at the top of the dialog box. 

Some comments: 

 Again, this back tester handles cross-asset pairs – run equities vs futures, or fx versu equities (etc) for example. 

 Single strategies can be exported via the Export button 

 It is extremely useful to preserve strategies using the “Save” button for quick application to other pairs (in turn done by clicking the “Load” button) 

 Once saved, a strategy can be applied across an entire portfolio in a couple of clicks via the “Assign Strategy” button inside the ‘Portfolio’ screen 

 If using multiple criteria in a strategy these are by default assigned the Boolean control ‘AND’. That is, all conditions must be met in order for the ensemble to 

apply 

 To assign a Boolean such as “Or”, first move and define the parameters for chosen criteria to the ‘Entry’, ‘Stop Loss’ or ‘Target’ section of the “Active Strategy” 

(the criteria must be within the same section). Then highlight select all the criteria desired in the section and click “Or”. 

 The ‘Copy’ and ‘Paste’ controls are only live if a Boolean control has been explicitly added. The idea being that users designing complicated strategies involving 

several criteria and permutations may wish to use them on both halves of the pair. A copy/paste is faster than a retype. With simpler strategies this is not the 

case. 

 Commissions are automatically calculated provided a broker has been selected in the Parameters->Exchanges screen under the Broker column. 
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Layering: 
To reward strategies that show initial profit users can scale into that winning position by automatically adding an additional ‘layer’ when defined entry criteria are 

triggered.   

Setting up a second layer is explained in the following screen shot: 
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Layers are currently limited to 2.  

In and Out-of-sample testing with the back tester 

Once the strategy is in place it can then be tested in and out-of-sample if desired. There are two different methods to achieve this:  

(1) A single cointegrated sample period is split into different periods. The first split period is used for training and assigning the criteria for entering and exiting 

potential trades. The second period is then used to “walk forward” these criteria and establish their effectiveness. 

(2) Two contiguous date ranges are used: the first for training pairs established as cointegrated through a historical test; and the second for testing the durability 

and profitability of those relationships up until the present time. 

Walk forward testing 

For the walk-forward method described in step (2) above it is necessary to scan for pairs in the Cointegration module using a historical date range. 

For example, assume today is 3 September 2013 and a 12 month walk-forward is required for pairs that were trained over the date range January 2011 to September 

2012. The set-up for an end-of-day scan is shown in the screen shot on the next page: 
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Once the scan has returned pairs the user moves those he wished to walk-forward to the Watchlist. 

The next step is to open the back tester and split the Train/Test dates as shown in the following screen shot: 
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The process is altered for intraday walk-forward tests. It is necessary only to choose the number of observations for the historic cointegration scan and the end date 

desired. So, for example, the next screen shot shows a request for 750 observations at the 30 minute frequency level ending on 31 May, 2012: 

 

As with the end-of-day scan the resulting pairs may then be moved to the Watchlist for the walk forward to today’s assumed date, 10 September, 2012. 

Note that neither Yahoo nor Google are suitable for walking forward pairs under the intra-day regime due to poor or insufficient history. 

 

Cautionary comments: 

There are a number of points to bear in mind with sampling. Perhaps most important is that although conventional wisdom suggests that weak out-of-sample results 

mean unreliable in-sample results this is not necessarily the case. In-sample data is not always biased to detect spurious predictability. 

For example, in method (1) above splitting a sample may mean a loss of information and less predictive power. This is aggravated in samples of small size. Thus an out-

of-sample test may end up falsely rejecting valid in-sample results. 
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There is also the difficulty in method (1) of reconciling instances where the split period used for the training turns out not to be a period over which the pair is 

cointegrated – hence the attraction of historical scans as described in the preceding section for method (2).  

A separate consideration is the inherent bias against in-sample results on the grounds that they may inadvertently have been curve fitted or data mined. There are 

reasons to question the relevance of this assumption in the case of sampling cointegrated pairs – although it is true since by nature of the scanning process users will be 

seeking defined profiles – a form of curve fitting. 

Overall, then, users might take the view that both in-sample and out-of-sample test results should be viewed as informing the pursuit of tradable pairs rather than one 

being the underwriter of the other. 
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Back testing results 

The summary results and the trade-by-trade record are displayed as shown in this screen shot: 

 

These results can be copy/pasted into other applications such as Excel.  
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Trade entries can also be considered graphically: 
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The Scheduler – or how to save an awful lot of time 
Good news – ArbMaker can be programmed to do just about everything covered in the preceding 4 sections/30-odd pages: let the software do the work via the 

Scheduler module. In this screen the scan, test and assess functions are fused. Define your requirements once and rescan at will as new data rolls in. 

1. Go to the Scheduler module and click New Job. In the first ‘Scheduling & Scan Parameters’ tab shown below define what you want to scan, and when. 
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Here an intraday scan, 750 observations at the 60 minute interval, of several banking related industries in the US will run at 02h00 every Tuesday. 

2. Move to the ‘Coint Parameters’ tab. This is a near duplicate of the main Option box in the Coint. Scan screen and behaves in the same way. However, this 

version of the tab also permits several beta methods to be defined. This allows a single job to try out different methods and see in the output which works best: 
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3. Head to the ‘Filtering & Backtest Parameters’ tab. The next screenshot explains the various functions on offer: 

 

 
 

4. Here is one of our Youtube videos that provides further details and a running example of the final output! 

http://youtu.be/4iC9PMdG56E
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Creating and testing Portfolios 
Portfolios are created and tested inside the 'Operations' section of ArbMaker. Clicking Operations->Portfolios takes you to the screen below. You may: 

 Create several portfolios; however, you can only activate and test one portfolio at a time 

 Add an unlimited number of pairs or items into a portfolio 

Clicking 'Portfolios' takes you to the blank portfolio screen below: 

 

 

Create portfolios   

 

 Click "Add New Portfolio"  

 Type the portfolio name in the 'Name' field --> Press <Enter> and type a short description of the portfolio (if you wish) in the 'Description' field--> Press <Enter> 

 ArbMaker will create the new portfolio 

 

The ArbMaker screen below show portfolios created and assigned with pairs from different global markets, and high and low frequencies of scanned pairs in the 

'Finance' sector using the steps above. 
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Add pairs to portfolios 

To add pairs to a portfolio from the Watchlist. 

 

 Inside the Watchlist click “Track” on the appropriate row - of the pair you want to include in a portfolio. It is also possible to do a batch transfer of multiple rows 

of pairs to a single portfolio by using the ‘Track’ button at the top of the Watchlist screen. Just select the desired rows and then click ‘Track’.  

 A 'Select Portfolio' window appears. Click the down arrow and select the portfolio to which the pairs are to be added 

  Click 'OK' -  ArbMaker adds the pair to the portfolio you selected 

 

A pair or symbol can be allocated to multiple portfolios. Below, the pair 0023/0101 is being moved to the 'Asia EoD Finance' portfolio from the Watchlist:  
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Click the “Refresh” button to update the number of items in each portfolio. 

 

Back test a portfolio 
The portfolio tester works from the bottom up. That is, pairs you back test individually in the Watchlist (as described in the previous section) ‘remember’ the back tester 

parameters you assigned to them. Such pairs, when moved to a portfolio, will carry the strategy assigned in the Watchlist to the portfolio. Pairs moved into a portfolio 

that have not been back tested in the Watchlist may be back tested directly inside the portfolio. 
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Assigning a portfolio-wide strategy 

Each pair in a portfolio must have a trading strategy before the portfolio can be back or market tested. Strategies may be assigned to individual pair in the Watchlist. If, 

however, you want to assign one strategy to all the pairs in a portfolio, ArbMaker assists you with entering the strategy, i.e., ArbMaker will help you if you want to assign 

one strategy to all the pairs in a portfolio: 

 Go->Operations->Portfolios->Select the Portfolio->Assign Strategy 

Note the following: 

 None of the pairs in the highlighted portfolio, 'Asia EoD Finance' has been assigned a strategy in the Watchlist 

 The bottom pane of the portfolio window shows the pairs in the portfolio 

 

 If you have existing strategies, ArbMaker will present a window with all the existing strategies (See 'Add Pairs to a Portfolio).  

 Click the down arrow and select the strategy you want to assign to the portfolio 
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 Click 'OK'  

 

 A strategy named 'Simple X' strategy has been assigned to the 'Asia EoD Finance' portfolio 

 Note the bottom pane has the strategy name and a list of the items in the highlighted 'Asian EoD Finance' portfolio in the 'Portfolio Items' tab.  This strategy 

name can be changed manually and moves with the pair to the Trades tab. 

 You may access more detailed information about the items in the 'Portfolio Items Details' tab 

 

 

 
 

Back testing a portfolio 

You can back test a portfolio in ArbMaker. Before you back test a portfolio, you must be sure that all individual items in the portfolio are assigned a strategy 
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 If you have assigned a strategy to a pair in the Watchlist and also back tested the item there, the pair will carry this information when assigned to a portfolio  - 

you may also change a pair's strategy inside a portfolio - make sure you back test the individual pair if you do 

 If all the items or pairs assigned to a portfolio have been individually back tested in the Watchlist, the created portfolio is ready for a portfolio back test 

 If you have assigned a portfolio level strategy inside 'Portfolios', your portfolio is also ready for a portfolio back test if the pairs are configured under a time-

varying regime (ie: DESP or Kalman). If they are using a fixed beta they will have to be run individually to assign the correct amounts to each side of the pair 

prior to testing inside a portfolio. 

To back test a portfolio 

 Click the 'Test' button on the portfolio to bring up the next window below (note the name of the portfolio on the top left corner of the window) 
 

The window shows all the items in the portfolio and the amounts allocated to each half of the pair 

Before you click 'Test' on the dialogue box to actually analyze the selected portfolio make sure that: 

 the pairs you want are inside the portfolio  

 each strategy box is ticked 

 the pairs are all from the same date interval (1 min/5 min/15 min/30 min/1 Hour/1 Day). Mixed resolutions will not be processed 

 

When you click “Test” on the window below, ArbMaker back tests the entire portfolio using the individual criteria applied by the user to each pair: 
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The next three screens below give the results for a portfolio back test with an array of performance ratios/measures: 
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Some comments: 

 For measures such as “Largest Win:” the data is shown at the pair level. Thus $454.32 in this case corresponds to the pair (not trade) with the largest total profit 

 Daily returns data is under the “P&L and Index Values” 

 For intra-day tests we do not display an equity curve nor portfolio ratios 

 The risk free rate being used to generate the Sharpe is that of the 13 week US T-bill 

 The modified VaR (to be added) is calculated at the 95% confidence interval 

 The default threshold rate, where applicable to a performance ratio, is also the 13 week US T-Bill rate. 

 Portfolio tests of this size will take ~1 minute to compute over three year date ranges 

 When looking at the Sharpe ratio in these shot bear in mind that Sharpe assumes normally distributed returns – the skew and kurtosis show the returns are not 

normally distributed 

 Ratio calculations are not shown annualized: they are period averages over the date range tested. These are typically very materially lower than their annualized 

equivalents.  

The glossary in Appendix F includes definitions of the ratios included in ArbMaker. 
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Market test a portfolio 
As distinct from live trading, ArbMaker will market test your portfolios by simulation during a trading day. Market testing uses parameters and strategies in each pair in 

a portfolio to signal entry into and exit from trades. It also calculates profit/loss from the entry and exit using prices at the time entry and exit criteria are executed. If 

applicable, fx rates are also included in the process.  

 

In short, the back tester looks at the past data on a pair to calculate a portfolio's trade metrics or parameters; however, market tester uses live market data on a pair 

and sends buy/sell signals using the parameter and strategies you have set on each pair inside the Watchlist or Portfolio.  
 

Market testing is accomplished in the Portfolios, Tracker and Trade tabs in ArbMaker Operation. It starts with activating a portfolio inside 'Portfolio', continues with 

tracking items inside 'Tracker', and ends with closing a position in 'Trades'  
 

To activate a portfolio: 
 

1. Follow the instructions in "Create portfolios" and "Add symbols or pairs to portfolios" above.  

2. Make sure you have set trading strategies for each pair in the portfolios you want to market test.  

 

1. Activate a Portfolio 

 

When the market or markets of the pairs in your portfolio, you activate the portfolio with the following steps to market test it: 

 

 Go to the 'Portfolios' tab 

 Select the portfolio you want to activate (click anywhere on the row of the portfolio except on the 'Test' or 'Delete' buttons) 

 Click the 'Activate' button 

 Go to the 'Tracker' tab to keep track of your active portfolio or items 

 

After you assign a strategy at portfolio level you can activate the portfolio for a market test without a back test; ArbMaker will automatically run a market test of the 

strategies 

 

Multiple portfolios may be active at any time; and in-trade-items may come from several portfolios which may have been activated at different times. When the market 

closes, there will be no further signals for pairs from that market. This means the 'Active Portfolio' and 'In trade Items' tabs will not update.  
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2. Track your Portfolio/Portfolios 

 
 

When ArbMaker is started the Tracker will not refresh automatically. This is a change from prior version and avoids any chance of signals being generated prematurely – 

signals that might affect live trading via Interactive Brokers TWS platform. 
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The Tracker keeps up with active portfolios and items inside the 'Active Portfolio' and 'In Trade Items' panes. The process flow between the ‘Active Portfolio’ and ‘In 

Trade Items’ tabs is described below: 

 

 All the pairs in an activated portfolio are moved to the Portfolio 'Tracker' screen, shown above 

 Inside 'Tracker' are two main panes, 'Active Portfolio' and 'In Trade Items' panes 

 You may resize the two panes with: -> Left Click and hold a point in the middle of the two panes -> Move left or right to resize 

 

The main activities in Tracker are handled as follows: 

 

1. When the entry conditions in a pair's strategy are met, a signal is generated in “Active Portfolio” to open a position.  

2. The pair becomes an ‘Open Item’ and it is moved to the 'In Trade Items' pane on refresh. 

3. You may refresh the two panes either manually by clicking 'Refresh', or automatically by checking the <Auto Run Every> checkbox and setting the number of 

minutes - activated pairs is transferred from the “Active Portfolio” pane to the “In Trade Items” on refresh. 

4. The pair remains an 'Open Item' until its exit criteria are met. When that happens a signal is also generated to close a position. 

 

 

3. Close Your Trades 

 

Active trades in 'In Trade Items' pane are recorded and closed in the 'Trades' tab. 

 

(i) Open Trades 

 

 Click 'Trades' to open the Trades tab in ArbMaker 

 The tab opens to 'Open Sim Trades' 

The 'Trades' pane inside the 'Trades' tab shows constantly changing profitability of a pair in accordance with its strategy. 

 

(ii) Closed Trades 

 

 Click 'Trades' to open the Trades tab in ArbMaker 
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 The tab opens to 'Open Sim Trades', shown above 

 Click 'Closed Sim Trades' inside the 'Trades' tab to see closed trades – an example is on the next page 

 You can Click <Close Trade> 'In Trade Items' pane to force a trade to close before the exit strategy 

 

 
 

Inside the 'Trades' tab: 

 

 You can 'Refresh Trades' to bring both tabs up-to-date 

 Refresh profit/loss by clicking 'Show P&L' to bring it up-to-date - this is only for 'Open Trades' 

 

A word of caution on Foreign Exchange (Fx Rates) in the 'Trades' tab 

Issues may arise with Google’s foreign exchange rates which we use for non-trading tasks in the software’s reporting functions. We have seen on completed trades 

(meaning the 'Active' box of a pair is unchecked) calls to the Google foreign exchange database sometimes will not return data. In these cases ArbMaker will use a value 

of ‘1’ in the ‘X Fx Value’ and Y Fx value’ fields. This can cause spectacular looking P&L results. To fix: 

1. Obtain the correct foreign exchange from a credible data source and manually enter it into the correct foreign exchange (Fx Rate) row inside 'Trades' 

2. Click 'Refresh Trades': the P&L will update with refresh to take the manual edit into account 
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Dynamic Filtering of the Active Portfolio and Open Items 
Incoming data changes the statistical profile of all items in the Active Portfolio and In Trade Items lists. For these pairs users may wish to: 

 restrict opening positions where the statistical profile of a given pair deteriorates below a certain level 

 close currently open trades where the statistical profile of a given pair deteriorates below a certain level 

It is possible to dynamically exclude such pairs by using 4 available statistical filters available in both the Active Portfolio and Open Items panes. These are: 

1. The Mean Reversion Coefficient (MRC) 

2.  R-squared  

3. Cointegration  

4. Fixed Beta (entered as an absolute number) 

5. Correlation (entered as an absolute number) 

Each of these works an exclusion basis. For example, the cointegration filters exclude pairs failing at chosen levels; the MRC filter excludes pairs sporting a coefficient 

greater than a user-defined level; and so on. Settings can be saved via the 'Save Layout' button. 

See an example screen shot overleaf. This shows the Active Portfolio but the filters work in a similar way for items listed on the In Trade tab – instead of stopping entries 

due to a deteriorating stat profile they instead close existing trades for the same reason. Be careful not to set them in conflict (eg enter if better than 95% but close if 

worse than 99%) or you will generate a cycle of unintended entries and exits. 
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Note that the pairs failing the filters are not hidden – they remain visible in the ‘Active Portfolio’ screen but are shown with a grey rather than the usual blue/green 

background. However, such fails are not eligible to generate signals until they re-qualify under the filter criteria. It is also possible to stop the entire Active Portfolio pane 

from generating signals – see the note in the above image. 

Should excluded pairs re-evolve and qualify against these four criteria ArbMaker will again make them eligible for trade. 

By keeping a tight control on pair quality - thereby taking account of pairs that may be showing signs of breakdown - this feature is a powerful complement to semi or 

fully automatic trading. 
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Temporary, Manual Filtering of Portfolio Items 

In cases where users wish to temporarily exclude an item for other reasons – for example, during earnings announcements – pairs can be disabled from trading signal 

generation by following the process set out in the following screen shot. Such excluded pairs will not appear in the Active Portfolio. 
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Set up email alerts for entry and exit signals 
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Commissions 

 
To help you obtain a realistic P&L (profit/loss) from the back and market tests; or to provide a more reasonable assessment of the outcome from the back and market 

tests, ArbMaker calculates the P&L net of commissions. ArbMaker uses the exact (at the time of release) commission structure of Interactive Brokers (IB) in its default 

calculation. 

  

The methodology on calculating commissions is based on setting between one and seven conditions that capture commission charges by a broker in an equity market. 

The default values of the conditions in ArbMaker are based on IB's charges. But they are not defined for all equity markets around the world, so ArbMaker includes the 

flexibility to add a new procedure for an equity market that is not defined in the default or to use the base conditions to define a new broker.  

 

Please note that you may not change the seven base conditions. These cover most of the commission structures across brokerages. If you require additional conditions 

please contact us. The seven conditions are: 
 

Commission pricing method conditions 

(i)    Flat fee 

(ii)   Minimum price 

(iii)  Maximum price 

(iv)  Maximum price over threshold 

(v)   Percentage of total 

(vi)  Price per item 

(vii) Stamp duty (%) 

 
 

Suppose you want to add a procedure for Mexican equities (which is deliberately not in the default settings for the purposes of this example); and also want to define a 

new broker. Further, let’s assume that the commission structure on Mexican equities is one of "Minimum price" and "Percentage of Total" or items (i) and (v) in the 

table above. The buttons shown at the top of this section, under the ' Parameters ' screen, guide you through the process. 
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1. If you are adding a new broker: Go -> Parameters->Brokers ->Add New Broker. 

 Add a 'Broker Code', 'Broker Name' and 'Additional Information'. You may use names or labels that make sense to you – this is for reference purposes 

2. Go -> Parameters ->Procedures ->Add New Procedure.  

 Add a Procedure Code/Name, for e.g., MEXT/"Mexico stocks"  (if Mexico stocks are traded with a different broker from IB, you might include a suffix the 

name or abbreviation of the broker to MEXT) 

3. Go -> Parameters ->Pric. methods->Add New Method 

 Enter the value for each condition used on commissions in the trading jurisdiction - use drop downs in 'Procedures' and 'Condition' to choose condition 

and enter the appropriate data in Date To, Amount From, Amount To and Value; repeat for all the conditions related to the jurisdiction or broker. For 

example, Mexico set the "Minimum price" and "Percentage of total" commission. The UK has, among others, the unique condition of the "Stamp duty 

(%)". 

4. Finish in Com. Pricing, Go->Parameters ->Com. Pricing->Add New Com. Pricing 

5. Assign Broker-Exchange-Pricing Method from drop downs. If your 'Exchange' does not appear in the list, Go->Parameters ->Exchanges->Add New Exchange and 

fill in the values of the fields. 
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FX pairs and ArbMaker 
Running Forex pairs in ArbMaker differs from equities in critical ways. An overriding consideration is that pip factors in some pairs (only crosses in our experience) can 

vary between brokers. This is not a reference to differences in minimum quote movements. Some broker quote prices to five places for, say USDGBP, and others four. 

The difference here applies to the pip factor. For USDGBP it is, for example, 0.0001 a factor we have never seen vary. USDJPY is 0.01. These are well known examples. 

However, for some pairs (NOKJPY is one, TRYJPY and USDMXN others) the pip factor is not cited consistently between brokers. Possibly their published spec sheets for 

pip factors may contain errors; or may reflect genuine differences for whatever curious reason. Either way it is critical that users confirm the product specification of 

their broker in regard to pip factors before relying on results. The pip factor impacts margin, profit and volume calculations. 

For this reason the pip factors in ArbMaker are user-adjustable. The defaults can be seen by going to: 

Parameters ->Symbols->Forex  

and are defined in the “Pip Decimals” column – see the screen shot below. Thus if your broker uses 0.001 for NOKJPY the entry to make is “3” for three decimal places. If 

the broker uses 0.0001 the entry would be “4”. 

 

 

We consider the setting of the pip factors so important we have implemented the following pop-up warning in the software reminding users to check them: 
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Sole responsibility and liability for 'Pip Decimal' values - whether the default values or user edits – rests with the user. 

Broker charges 

FX commission is set by default to 2 pips in Parameters ->Pric. Methods: 
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If your broker does not load the spread change the “2” to “0”. Other structures can be set-up using the guidance in the Commissions section. 

Margin 

Forex margin is calculated in ArbMaker using this formula:  Standard lot size * number of lots * (base currency/reporting currency) / leverage 

For example, if ArbMaker is configured with USD as its default currency then USD is the ‘reporting currency’; and for a pair such as NZDEUR ‘NZD’ is defined as the base 

currency. Margin can also be manually adjusted during back testing. 
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Adding FX pairs to the database 

The structure of the database holding forex information differs from that of equities – this is due to the addition of the pip decimal field mentioned earlier. Thus users 

adding symbols or creating a database as set out in our “Quick Start” section must note that the structure is this: 

Country|Exchange Code|Symbol|Description|dummy value 1|dummy value 2|dummy value 3|Instrument|Type|Pip Decimal 

This screen shot show a concrete example of the structure a currencies database file must follow: 
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Futures Implementation in ArbMaker 
Our hedge method for futures is based on equalizing the underlying value per contract to the underlying value of whatever instrument the other half of the pair may be.  

Where this is equity or a forex contract the balance is not difficult to make since equities and forex allow small ‘contract’ movements (ie the price of a single share or a 

micro lot). Futures generally have large such minimums (eg E-micro Gold contracts are ~$12k).  

So while it is easy to normalize a futures contract value against a share or forex lot/mini/micro ‘contract’ with a small specification error it is less easy to handle future / 

future situations where there may be a large difference in the underlying contract value.  

A few examples of this all-futures pair challenge are covered in the following sections. There is also a video on out YouTube channel here with a couple of further 

examples. 

  

http://youtu.be/4iC9PMdG56E
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Future / Future, fixed beta regime1: 

 

                                                           
1
 Recall that under the fixed beta regime ArbMaker accounts for beta in the money allocated per side. This is contrast to the treatment of beta in the time-varying regime – see footnote 

6. 
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 When the new backtester is opened the initial ‘Amnt’2 and ‘Contr’3 values shown are unhedged. Pressing the ‘Fit’ button will find the smallest best fit balance 

taking into account both the smallest indivisible contract value that can be traded and the applicable beta between the two instruments. See the next screen 

shot below for the impact of this. 

 

                                                           
2
 ‘Amnt’ = Underlying value of the contract(s). 

3
 ‘Contr’ = Number of contracts. 
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 It is important to note that this ‘Fit’ process is not a perfect mathematical optimum; it is the smallest tradable arrangement4. The ‘Balance’ button provides the 

optimum fit. The shot above, when the ‘Balance’ button is pressed, moves to the position shown in the next shot. This shows the optimum contract amounts 

and values. But optimums with future / future pairs often put the required position sizing out of reach for most traders. Hence the ‘Fit’ button: 

 

                                                           
4
 See the first screenshot in the following “Future / Future: time-varying regime” section to see the specification error this very example implies. 
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Future / Future, time-varying regime5: 

 

                                                           
5
 Under the time-varying beta regime in ArbMaker the beta impact is accounted for by adjusting the X symbol data series. Money per side is therefore equal in the backtester. 
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 In the time-varying beta method example shown, S&P e-minis (ES) vs Vix (VX), the underlying contract for ES is worth $80,925 and that of a single VX contract is 

$16,800. The smallest balance is therefore 5 VX contracts to 1 ES contract. But there is a $3,075 difference in these underlyings. That difference is the 

specification error associated with the ‘Fit’ button touched on earlier in the discussion of mathematical optimums. 

 In this case the perfect mathematical fit can again be made using the ‘Balance’ button. This is shown in the next screen shot; and again the number of contracts 

demanded by the optimum is large. 
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 Finally, ‘Margin’ is determined with the ‘Lever’ controls. Note that signals generated by the backtester ‘Profit/Loss Exit Criteria’ will use margin amounts to set 

the triggers, not the underlying contract value. 
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Troubleshooting & Frequently Asked Questions 
These are the most common questions and answers relating to ArbMaker software and come directly from our Support page. If you do not find your answer here (or by 

searching elsewhere in this documentation) please raise a support ticket here. 

1. How do I remove the license from one computer and switch it to a different one? 

 

Email us and we will do this remotely. 

 

2. ArbMaker won’t open but it was fine yesterday. 

This suggests your database has become corrupted. You will have to re-install the software after deleting or renaming the old database. The database is called 

ArbMakerDAL and is located at this path: C:\Users\[PC name]\AppData\Roaming. After this step run the install file again. 

3. I put a pair in my portfolio as ABC/XYZ and now it is showing as XYZ/ABC 

A change in the cointegrating relationship will change the variable order. When the pair was put in the portfolio as ABC/XYZ the first half of the pair was the 

dependent variable; and XYZ was the leading, or independent, symbol. But this may alter with new data. 

4. Over how many intervals is spread Z-score calculated? Can it be adjusted? For instance, what if I want to calculate the Z-score using the entire testing period 

instead of an arbitrary period like 20 days?  

The Z score can be calculated using different intervals. This is achieved by selecting “Use Rolling Z” in the Details tab for the pair and then inputting the number 

of desired observations in the “Z Window”. Values up to 300 are valid.  

5. What does “Alpha” mean in the context of the General Info Tab in Details View? 

In a linear regression, such as that estimated for the cointegrating regression in the ArbMaker model, ‘Alpha’ is the (expected) value of the Y pair when the value 

of the X pair is zero – i.e., it is the value of Y at the point where the regression line crosses the Y axis. It is used in this context in specifying the model used in 

calculating the residuals that are standardised and used in the trading model. 

6. I have a problem with some of my pairs. For example, I’d like to study the pair ABC/XYZ but I get no cointegration results or data. Nor are any errors shown. 

The results in the current release depend on the parameters set in the Options filter. If there is no returned data and no error then there is no cointegrating 

relationship over the date range selected. To see all results whether or not they are cointegrated tick the “Bypass filters” box in the main Cointegration screen. 

http://arb-maker.com/ticket-listings
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7. I’m getting different beta (or other statistics) when I use Excel, R, Matlab etc. 

Perhaps in your ArbMaker scan you selected the natural logs option. This will give different results to the level prices option. 

8. I noticed that the x-axis of the spread Z score, Bollinger Band, HSine Wave etc are not consistent with each other. All start a 0 but all ends with a different x 

axis value. How can that be? I also would like to see date data at least for end-of-day studies. 

The chart controls we use sometimes suppress some data values when in their full scale. If you zoom in though you will be able to see missing values since they 

are there. It is a matter of the automatic scaling functionality that the chart controls have as a default.  

When considering different indicators then it is logical to have differences in the number of data points depending on the period selected for each indicator and 

the values needed for having a first point. For example, if you have an 88 day period in the Bollinger Bands the starting point will be the 88th of the original time 

series.  

For the dates on the x-axis now, this is a known issue for us that it is unfortunately not supported yet by the chart controls we use in the way we use them. We 

are planning in later versions to replace the whole charting mechanism with better and more powerful chart controls that will allow for better presentation and 

far more functionality. 

9. I purchased ArbMaker and I’m unable to download the installer file from the link you provided me. Also, I’ve seen on the blog that ArbMaker has been 

upgraded but I haven’t received any notification about this. 

The download links sent automatically at the time of purchase are valid for 7 days. You may be trying to download after that period. We issue notifications about 

upgrades directly on the website. You can be automatically notified of news and upgrades by signing up to our RSS feed or email alerts. 

10. I sometimes get errors in the Tracker stating a pair "Failed PACF test" even though it is saved, tracked and part of paper auto trading.  What’s going on? 

 

It’s a pre-requisite for cointegration to be valid that no statistically material autocorrelation is present in the residuals. PACF measures such autocorrelation. 

Therefore when the PACF test detects autocorrelation due to incoming data in the Tracker module it marks the pair concerned as ineligible for trading. 

 

Autocorrelation has a further impact. When present it means that the distribution of the spread data is non-random and thus cannot be considered normally or 

near normally distributed. The validity of the Z scores depends on that normality assumption being in place. 
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Glossary 

Autocorrelation 

Autocorrelation is used to identify an appropriate model in studying or analysing a time series. Autocorrelation answers the question, “Is there a (linear) relationship 

between the value of a series now and the value of the same series one or more time periods in the past?” 

Positive autocorrelation is the tendency for a given condition to persist – for example, during rainy season tomorrow is likely to be raining and wet if today is raining and 
wet. In equity markets a parallel might be price momentum – especially in the days after financial results. Positive reaction is followed by positive reaction; and negative 
by negative.  But why is it important for pairs traders? The Partial Autocorrelation Function graph overleaf helps explain: 

 

Negative autocorrelation, on the other hand, is the tendency for negative observations to be followed by positive observations and vice versa. Think of an exam 
situation. A student spends too much time on the first question, senses time slipping away and rushes through the second not spending enough time to get full marks. 
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On the third he feels he back on track and again spends too long finishing. Come the fourth question he tries to recuperate the time once more…and so on with the cycle 
repeated for the entire exam. 

Autoregression & Lags 

A time series may, among others, be modelled and forecasted using a white noise model, a moving average (MA) model, an autoregressive (AR) model or a combination 

of a MA and AR (ARMA). The dominant model in ArbMaker is the AR. 

An AR model is a linear regression of the current value (yt) of a time series against one or more prior values of the series (yt-1, yt-2, etc.), with t = 1, 2, 3 … t. The values of 
the time series before the present are characterised as lags: so the value one time period back, yt-1, is referred to as lag one; that two time periods back, yt-2 is lag two; 
and so on. 

Ignoring lag selection will distort results (in the worst case materially flattering them) and lead to poor trade decisions. 

Beta (β) 

The cointegrating coefficient or factor; and slope of the line. A beta of 1.15 suggests for every move of 1 in X, Y will adjust by 1.15. 

Coefficient of correlation (R2) 

The output of most regressions, in this context it shows how closely the modelled price of the Y variable follows the observed Y price. The resulting R
2
 thus is a proxy for 

how good a fit the model is for the pairs being considered. R-squared, however, is only one of the outputs from the cointegrating regression that should be evaluated in 

reaching a conclusion and taking a market position. 

Cointegrating regression 

A cointegrating regression, like a single linear regression, regresses two or more series or variables and uses output statistics from the regression to determine if they are 

cointegrated. There are, however, important considerations when interpreting outputs. 

Among the outputs are the mean reversion coefficient, beta (β), the coefficient of determination (R2/R-squared) and t-values all of which are used to interpret the 
degree and nature of the cointegration, if any. 

Cointegration 
Cointegration is a statistical property of two or more time series that indicates whether the series have a long term relationship. When two series are cointegrated their 

prices may move away from each other in the short term, but they will in time revert to a mean value. This mean value is identified by the cointegrating regression of 

the two variables. 
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Correlation 
A less robust measure than cointegration, correlation measures the strength of the relationship between two sets of data. A high correlation between two pairs of 

equities indicates that the two move together. Knowledge from the statistical tests is combined with knowledge of the market, industry or sector to take a market 

position on the two securities. 

Half-life 

The mean reversion coefficient is the basis for the half-life calculation in ArbMaker: 

t½ = ln(2)/mean reversion coefficient 

Where ln refers to the log of 2. Half-life is not a magic number; and numbers derived from mean reversion coefficients > absolute (1) deserve scepticism. ArbMaker 
outputs the half-lives of pairs but the quantity and timing of the cross-overs on the spread chart, in combination with ArbMaker’s proprietary normality measures, 
should not be ignored and are frequently more helpful. 

Mean reversion coefficient 

Also called an ‘adjustment coefficient’ it indicates the expected ‘speed’ of mean reversion per time period. Thus a mean reversion coefficient of -0.45 suggests 45% 

movement towards equilibrium one time period from now. 

Absolute mean reversion coefficient values between 0 and 1 suggest stable systems; absolute values greater than one are less stable and also suggest over-shoot. For a 
cointegrating equation to be valid the mean reversion coefficient should be between zero and -1. The negative sign indicates adjustment back towards equilibrium. If the 
number does not fall between zero and minus one then ArbMaker’s cointegration and error correction model will not work as expected. 

Modelling time series – lags, autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 

Most data on economic and financial variables are time series. A time series is a sequence of variables measured over different intervals in time – daily, weekly, monthly 

quarterly or annual, for example. A first step in the statistical analysis of equity prices for pairs is selecting an appropriate model of the series generated over time by the 

economic or financial phenomenon. 

Normality 
Since the sum total of all residual values equals zero they display, by definition, mean-reverting characteristics and oscillate around zero. For pairs traders they will also, 

ideally, be normally distributed both through time and around zero. ArbMaker has configurable tools designed to assess the degree to which this is so – forecasting and 

trading become easier when the most promising such cases can be identified. An example is the Q-Q Normality chart below: 
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Analysing the spread for normality and mean-reversion is a crucial aspect of assessing the tradability of a pair. Simply identifying the presence of cointegration alone is 
not sufficient to achieve consistent results. 

Pairs trading 

A market-neutral trading strategy used by arbitrageurs to make money from the divergence and re-convergence of prices of a pair of equities. 

Key to the strategy is an analysis of the historical movements of the prices of the two stocks: the historical data of the pair are statistically tested to see if a relationship 
exists between them. 

http://arb-maker.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/10yr-utilities-QQ-text.png
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Partial Autocorrelation 
ArbMaker uses a partial autocorrelation calculation to determine the appropriate lag order of the AR model. If the sample autocorrelation plot indicates that an AR 

model may be appropriate, then the sample partial autocorrelation is calculated and plotted to identify the order of the model. The order is the number of lags to 

include as regressors in the model and is shown on a PACF plot at the point where the partial autocorrelations essentially become zero. Lagged pairs are generally 

tougher to trade because normalising their residuals means offsetting data series in the recalculation of the regressions necessary to test for cointegration. This in turn 

means losing observation points from the graphical representations of the relationship. For trading purposes that is not very helpful. ArbMaker thus automatically filters 

out higher lagged pairs from its returns. 

Residuals 
Suppose a sample of investment bankers is taken and the average bonus of the group is calculated. The amount by which each individual banker’s bonus differs from 

this average is called a residual or prediction error. Summing these residuals necessarily equals zero – they mean revert by definition. The spread calculation in 

ArbMaker software mirrors the shape of the residuals (although this can be ‘tuned’ – see Appendix M). The chart below is an example of a spread plotted as Z-scores: 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_score
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The predictability of the series is linked to its normality. Thus when the spread strays towards extremes of normality – say 1.5 to 2.0 standard deviations either side of 
the mean – traders may judge it a good time to enter a long/short trade in the underlying securities. 

Finance theory assumes that the residuals of equity returns are uncorrelated with market returns. This is why relative value strategies (like pairs trading) that undertake 
full residual analyses are termed “market-neutral” and can work in all equity market environments. 

Stationarity 

Prerequisite to running a cointegrating regression is testing that the time series are integrated of the same order. The order of integration of a time series tells us about 

the stochastic properties of the series over time. In simple terms, a stationary series has a zero mean and constant variance. 

Stationarity is a desirable property in analysing and forecasting time series. The degree of non-stationarity and order of a series is determined by the number to times it 
must be differenced to make it stationary. Most economic and financial series are integrated of order one, or have a single ‘unit roots’ – ie they are differenced once to 
achieve stationarity. 

Standard deviation 

A measure of spread. A rough rule of thumb is that around two thirds of observations in a given distribution fall within a single standard deviation of the mean of the 

distribution; 95% fall within 2 standard deviations; and just about everything with 3 standard deviations. The graph below illustrates: 
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Z scores 
Simply what standard deviations are called by convention. This measure combined with the hunt for normal distributions (see the entry on normality above) is key to 

using ArbMaker successfully.  

Why? If, for example, the spread chart of a pair of equities currently reads ±2 Z scores from the mean value of the series - and the trader has checked that the 
distribution is normal or near normal - he knows that it is an exceptional reading. From the graphic in the standard deviation entry above only 2.27% of the distribution 
will fall there. 

This suggests, if the pair underlying the spread is truly cointegrated, that future observations will trend the graph back toward the mean value – because that is where 
most observations must lie in a normally distributed series of data. 

Tradability 
In applying cointegration to pairs trading, the spread values are analysed to make the best determination of when the prices of the pair have deviated from their long-

term mean; and to estimate the time of mean reversion of the series. This is, in essence, the process of gauging tradability. To assist this judgement ArbMaker uses 

normality filters during the scanning process that help return the most tradable pairs in addition to reporting mean reversion statistics.  
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Appendix A: PACF (Partial Autocorrelation Function) 

The PACF is a visual determination of the amount (or “order”) of autocorrelation in the data.  The 95% and 99% choices in the ‘Options Filter’ set the level of statistical 

confidence for this calculation and in the returned results are displayed directly on the PACF graph like this: 

 

Autocorrelation above/below these confidence intervals is non-random and invalidates cointegration results unless it is adjusted for by lagging the data and rerunning a 

series of regressions. However, the process of normalizing autocorrelated data by a process of lagging the data means some observed data points fall out of the 

calculation - one data point per lag. Graphs with the latest observations missing – especially those key charts based on spread data - do not help trade timing, they hurt 

it. Thus when ArbMaker finds autocorrelation it automatically filters the results from its returns with no ‘lag fitting’. 
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But why is this search for order – or randomness - important? Random data in a large enough sample is assumed in probability theory to be approximately normally 

distributed; and normal distributions have predictable qualities – the classic example is student grades and bell curves. These qualities help identify and track superior 

trading opportunities compared to those offered by non-random data. 

That said, we have made it possible to return pairs with autocorrelation. This done via the ‘Bypass Filters’ box in the ‘Coint Scan’ screen. This feature, implemented from 

version 2.4.4, was at the request of a client who wanted to be able to track dual listed equities where the time difference between the exchanges was a primary driver in 

causing autocorrelation. 
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Appendix B: To set up IQ, Bloomberg or MT4 as a data feed 
1. Go Feeds->Data Sources. Then follow the directions in the screen shot below. MT4 also requires the ArbMaker Expert Advisor – see Appendix C. Note that 

ArbMaker is optimized for IQ Feed’s 4.7.2.0 client. This can be downloaded here.  

 

http://www.mediafire.com/download.php?a637gi9iv5jmza2
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And then, under the “Exchanges” button: 

 

Note you must select a choice in the Broker column to make the connection to your broker live! 
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Next, please go Feeds->Training APIs and check that the Interactive Brokers and MT4 rows and parameters look like this (ignore the C2 row): 

 

 

And, finally, go Feed->Trad. Settings and check that the Interactive Brokers and MT4 rows and parameters look like this (again, ignore the C2 row): 

 

The ‘Lot Granularity’ refers to the resolution level at which the user’s MT4 broker offers volume: that is, lot, mini lot or micro lot. ArbMaker interrogates the broker 

automatically at startup and with every trade to detect this value. If a value is entered manually here it will be used only if no lot granularity is returned by the MT4 

broker.  

Note that if your MT4 broker’s smallest lot size is mini (ie 0.1) and you place an order at the micro level (ie 0.01) the software will round to the nearest digit. For 

example, 1.25 lots will become 1.3 lots. 
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Appendix C1: Installing the MetaTrader4 data feed bridge 
To bridge the MT4 data feed into ArbMaker requires the use of the ArbMaker Expert Advisor (EA). Note that this MT4 bridge needs your computer’s date and time 

formats to be set to dd/MM/yyy and HH:mm:ss. This adjustment is made in Windows at the Start->Control Panel->Clock, Language, and Region->Region and Language 

settings dialog box. Once that is in order the next steps to take are: 

1. Download the ArbMaker EA from here. Its name is ArbMakerApi.ex4. 

2. Copy it to your MT4 ‘Experts’ folder. This means navigating to a folder on your hard drive that will look much like the address shown in the following screenshot 

and then copying the ArbMakerApi.ex4 you downloaded in step 1 into it.  

 

3. Please note that updates made to the MT4 platform by MetaQuotes in Q1 2014 included major changes to the MQL4 language and the basic architecture of the 

platform. Previously EAs were installed into the 'Experts' folder within the MT4 program directory (as described above). In the new MT4 the EA should be copied 

http://www.mediafire.com/download.php?6punhemqhqmx7i1
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to C:\Users\[user name]\AppData\Roaming\MetaQuotes\Terminal\[folder with a 32 character long MT4 ID]\MQL4\Experts. Please note that if you upgrade to 

the new version your EAs will be transferred automatically.  

4. Open MetaTrader4 and follow the instructions on the next screen shot. The ‘Experts Advisors’ folder is the one shown in the MT4 Navigator box (see next shot) 

and not the one referred to in step 2: 
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5. The ArbMakerApi parameters box appears. On the first “Common” tab, tick the “Allow live trading” box as shown in the shot below. This means that both the 

feed and signals (if they are configured in ArbMaker’s ‘Trade’ screen) will be activated – ArbMaker will send trades for execution via the MT4 platform if its 

‘Automatic Trading’ feature is enabled. Tick also the ‘Allow DLL imports’ and ‘Allow import of external experts’ as shown. 

6. Do not use the ‘Ask manual confirmation’ box shown in the screen shot below. This will cause trading errors. To trade semi-automatically in MT4 please read 

this section.  
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7. Move to the “Inputs” tab of the same parameter box and input the values shown in the screenshot below. The ‘Timeout’ parameter (just out of shot in the 

picture) can be increased if your data connection is slow; and increasing the ‘Retry’ will also help. But both will slow down scan times overall. After this click OK: 

 

 

 

8. Restart ArbMaker and MT4. Your MT4 platform will open automatically if these instructions were followed. Then a confirmation pop-up of the bridge activation 

will appear for 20 seconds (see the example image overleaf) followed by ArbMaker opening: 
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9. Test the configuration by (a) Go->Parameters ->Symbols; (b) under the ‘Forex’ tab select a FX air to ‘View’. A graph of the chosen rate should open as in the 

screen shot on the next page. 
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Risks of Using the ArbMaker bridge to Metatrader 4 

These include but are not limited to: 

• Slippage: the same the price at the time of signal and then at the time of execution may be different. ArbMaker runs a P&L using signalled prices. 

Comparing it to the P&L MT4 quantify this slippage, if any. 

• Broker related actions/errors: for example, the ‘Off Quotes’ error which MT4 define as “No quotes. The broker has not supplied with prices or 

refused, for any reason (for example, no prices at the session start, unconfirmed prices, fast market). After 5-second (or more) delay, it is necessary 

to refresh data using the RefreshRates function and make a retry.”  

• Lots differences between ArbMaker and MT4: ArbMaker balances pairs to the micro lot level (ie 0.01). Some brokers support up to the mini lot level 

only (ie 0.1). In these cases ArbMaker interrogates the broker for its resolution and if there is a difference rounds orders to that resolution (eg 1.25 

becomes 1.3). 

• ArbMaker and MT4 fall out of sync: There is a “Force Close” button in ArbMaker’s Portfolio screen should, in unforeseen circumstances, this occur. 

This is to be used on trades once present in both ArbMaker and MT4 but now absent from the latter. That is, it cleans ArbMaker of trade data but 

not MT4. 

• Attempting unfunded trades: ArbMaker does not monitor users’ account sizes. If capital is not available at the user’s broker ArbMaker will still try to 

transact. This runs the risk of orphan trades where one half of a signal may be funded successfully but the other is not. ArbMaker does offer a ‘Max 

Pairs in Trade’ option on the Tracker module that may be used to mitigate this risk. 

• Forgetting to tick the “Automatic Trading” box 

• Electronic and other internet connection issues: ArbMaker is not liable for any events related to users' access to the Internet. 

• Mis-specified strategies: users may inadvertently implement strategies that have conflicting entry and exit signal leading to positions looping into 

open and closing immediately. Users must test strategies extensively via paper trading. 

• MT4 accounts: ArbMaker does not handle, and does not have the expertise to support, any issues arising from users' MT4 broker accounts. 

We strongly encourage users of the MT4 bridge begin by demo trading using a paper trading account to become familiar with the order and execution flow mechanics. 
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Trading in the MetaTrader Platform from ArbMaker  

In addition to simply using the manual “Trade” buttons in the “Tracker” screen there are two automation modes possible via the MT4 bridge: 

Semi-automated 

In this mode orders following trade signals are sent to the Pending MT4 Trades tab in the Trade screen where they sit until the user manually confirms by pressing the 

“Execute” button against the trades row they wish to enter. This action executes the order and records the results in both the user's MT4 account and within the 

ArbMaker user-interface. To operate the bridge thus: 

a) Go->Feeds->Trad. Settings and ensure the “Transmit Trades” box against the Metatrader 4 row is unticked 
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b) Then Go->Operations->Tracker and tick the “Automatic Trading” box near the top left corner of the screen 

 

 
 

c) In this configuration orders will go to the Pending MT4 Trades tab as shown and described on the next page: 
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Automated 

As above but with the “Transmit Trades” box shown in (a) above against the Metatrader 4 row ticked. In this mode there will be no manual intervention required to 

execute orders triggered by signals in ArbMaker. They will go straight to your MT4 broker for execution. 
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Appendix C2: Adding multiple MT4 broker accounts 
 

Arbmaker can run feeds from multiple MT4 broker so that users can: 

(i) Increase the pool of tradable pairs. Not all brokers cover the same FX crosses. 

(ii) Manually configure each brokers symbol file to take only the tightest spreads 

The set-up method: 

1. Create a new broker for the additional MT4 account. Go Parameters->Brokers-Add New Broker. In this example we create a broker to handle a RVD Markets 

account: 
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2. Now go to Feeds->Parameters->Data Sources and add a new MT4 provider: 

 

 
 

3. Go to Feeds->Trading APIs. The new broker will have been automatically created. Look at the ‘Exists’ column and tick the MT4 brokers that exist: 
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4. Next, in Feeds->Trad. Settings click ‘Add New Trading System’ and copy the default values already showing for the Metatrader 4 line except for the Broker. Here 

take the option created in step 1 above from the pull-down. In our example this is “RVD Markets”: 
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5. Create the new exchange that will hold the second MT4 broker’s symbols as shown overleaf: 
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6. Each broker added will require its own symbol file with its own exchange code within that file. In this way ArbMaker will know that AUDCAD listed against 

exchange CURRENCY is being fed by a different MT4 broker than AUDCAD from CURRENCY2. For example: 

    

7. Create the RVD file at left (or equivalent) and load it by going to Parameters->Symbols->Import. We strongly recommend you edit your FX files to carry only 

those FX crosses for which your MT4 broker provides tight spreads. 

8. Restart ArbMaker. Both MT4 clients will open (assuming both were configured with our EA as shown here). 

9. The two MT4 feeds can be tested by going to Parameters->Symbols->Forex and clicking View for an example from CURRENCY and another from CURRENCY2. 
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Appendix D1: Symbol management 
ArbMaker includes Google’s finance feed alongside that of Yahoo, IQ and Bloomberg. All three use distinct symbologies particularly with non-US companies.  

In order to handle these smoothly ArbMaker has eliminated the need to use prefixes or suffixes when dealing with codes such as “AAL.L” (a Yahoo code) or “LON:AAL” 

(Google’s approach). Data files now simply carry the code – in this case “AAL”. 

If you are an existing subscriber, this has meant changes to some exchange and country codes. The benefit is that to use Yahoo or Google users need only change the 

feed control and not be concerned with the prefixes or suffixes. The downside is that existing watch lists that include non-US symbols carrying prefixes or suffixes will 

have to be modified in 2 ways: firstly, by removing the prefixes and suffixes; and secondly by changing the exchange and country codes where necessary. 

These are easy if tedious alterations from the exported .txt watch list file. 

We have created new data base files across the 28 exchanges we now cover - here is a sample shot of the new “Exchanges” screen: 
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Appendix D2: Contracts for Difference Symbol Management 
From version 3.0 Contracts for Difference, or CFDs as they are more commonly known, are supported by ArbMaker. That is to say they can be traded through Interactive 

Brokers TWS platform via ArbMaker’s trading bridge. This has meant two user interface changes: 

1. In the Symbol screen there is a ‘CFD Code’ column in case Interactive Brokers is using a different symbology for the underlying equity/index code 

2. Again in the Symbol screen there is another new column where symbols can be marked to trade as equities or CFDs 

An example screen shot explains: 
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3. Symbol database file can be adapted to cope with this change before they are loaded into ArbMaker. The next screenshot shows this for the Finish symbols 

above. The yellow highlighted areas show precisely how the adjustment is made where there Interactive Brokers are not using the standard symbology: 
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Appendix E: Guide to terms used in the ArbMaker software screens 
 

Axis crossings 

A measure of the evenness of axis crossing distribution through time compared to a normal distribution. 

Beta 
The cointegrating coefficient or factor; and slope of the line. A beta of 1.15 suggests for every move of 1 in X, Y will adjust by 1.15. 

Cointegration at 5% and 1%  
The result of overall cointegration testing of a pair at confidence intervals of 95% and 99%. Output is either “OK” or “Abort” with the underlying t-values visible with a 

click of the “Details” button to the right of the pair output. 

Diff X / Diff Y at 1% 
The result of cointegration testing of the differences of the price series for integration. Output is either “OK” or “Abort” with the underlying t-values visible with a click of 

the “Details” button to the right of the pair output. 

Half life  

The time in days for the residual series to correct half the distance it lies away from its mean value. 

Or. X / Or. Y at 1%  
The result of cointegration testing on the original prices series for stationarity. The output is given as “OK” or “Abort” but the underlying t-values are visible with a click 

of the “Details” button to the right of the pair output. Please see Appendix J for a fuller description. 

Model  

The value of Y, the dependent share price, as a function of what the cointegration process has determined (via regression analysis) the statistical relationship between X 
and Y to be. 

MRC 
Also called an ‘adjustment coefficient’ it indicates the expected ‘speed’ of mean reversion per time period. Thus a mean reversion coefficient of -0.45 suggests 45% 
movement towards equilibrium one time period from now. 
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Absolute mean reversion coefficient values between 0 and 1 suggest stable systems; absolute values greater than one are less stable and also suggest over-shoot. For a 
cointegrating equation to be valid the mean reversion coefficient should be between zero and -1. The negative sign indicates adjustment back towards equilibrium. 
Mean reversion coefficients greater than 0 and 1 in a stationary time series contain autocorrelation. 

Profitability 
An estimate of likely profitability of a pair. Its validity depends on: 

 the normality of the spread 

 price availability – for example, a signal system that waits for confirmation patterns may mean best price slips 

 the entry level criteria of the chosen strategy 

These factors will typically reduce the number in a back test; and it is nearly always the case that very high percentages mislead because of them. The number is derived 

from the data shown in the Variance chart. That chart shows the oscillation of the observed spread to the cointegration model in percentage terms. An absolute average 

is calculated of the observations’ deltas to the mean; and the result should be treated as a heuristic measure or a ready-reckoner. 

R-squared  

Derived from the cointegrating regression process, a measure of how well the model fits and explains the observed data. 

Residuals at 5% and 1%  

The result of cointegration testing of the residuals for stationarity. Output is either “OK” or “Abort” with the underlying t-values visible with a click of the “Details” 

button to the right of the pair output. Please see Appendix J for a fuller description. 

SD > 1 / < -1 Ratings 

A qualitative rating of the distribution of the standard deviations of the spread series compared to a normal distribution. 

SD from the mean 

The number of standard deviations the latest reading is from the mean of the series. 

Symbol Y 

The observed variable. 

Symbol X 

The explanatory variable. 
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Appendix F: Guide to terms and ratios used in the Performance Reporting screen 
 

n Usually the count or number of observations in a sample or data series. 

Arithmetic 
mean 

Arithmetic mean is commonly referred to as "average" or as "mean", a mathematical representation of the typical value of a series 
of numbers, computed as the sum of all the numbers in the series divided by the count of all numbers in the series. 

Standard 
deviation 

A measure of the dispersion of a set of data from its mean. The more spread apart the data, the higher the deviation. In ArbMaker’ 
back testing it is applied to the entire period tested – it is not annualised. Standard deviation is also known as historical volatility 
and is used by investors as a gauge for the amount of expected volatility. A volatile stock will have a high standard deviation while a 
stable blue chip stock will have a low standard deviation. 

Skewness A statistic that measures the distribution of a data sample around a centre of the distribution such as the mean. If the distribution 
is equally dispersed to the left and right of the mean, it is symmetric and unskewed, and the statistic is zero. Otherwise it is either 
skewed to the right and positive; or to the left and negative. In both cases a skewed distribution is asymmetric whereas a normal 
distribution is a symmetric. 

Kurtosis A statistic that measures the height and sharpness of the peak relative to the rest of the data in a symmetric normally distributed 
dataset. The statistic is referenced on the normal distribution, which has a kurtosis measure of 3. A platykurtic distribution has a 
kurtosis less than 3: compared to a normal distribution, its central peak is lower and broader, and its tails are shorter and thinner. A 
leptokurtic distribution has a kurtosis greater than 3: Compared to a normal distribution, its central peak is higher and sharper, and 
its tails are longer and fatter. 

Jensen's Alpha A measure of how well a stock or a portfolio performs relative to the broader market. A high value of Alpha means that the stock or 
portfolio is earning returns above what is expected given its risk profile. 

Beta A value describing the relation of a stock or a portfolio in terms of its returns with those of the financial market as a whole. A beta 
of zero means its returns change independently of the changes in the market's returns. A beta greater than zero means that the 
asset's returns generally follow the market's returns. A beta less than zero means that the asset's returns generally move opposite 
the market's returns. 

Sharpe Ratio Measures the risk-adjusted performance of a stock or a portfolio. This measurement is very useful because although a portfolio can 
record higher returns than its peers, it is only a good investment if the higher returns do not come with too much additional risk. 
The greater a portfolio's Sharpe ratio, the better its risk-adjusted performance. A negative ratio means that a risk-less asset would 
perform better than the portfolio. 

Sortino Ratio Another measure of the risk-adjusted performance of a stock or a portfolio. It is similar to the Sharpe Ratio, as both adjust for 
riskiness of a portfolio. However, the Sortino Ratio only adjusts for the downside risk of a stock or a portfolio; the Sharpe Ratio, on 
the other hand, adjusts for both upside and downside risks. The Sortino Ratio would usually result in a higher ratio than the Sharpe 
Ratio, with similar interpretation. 

Information The ratio of relative return to relative risk (known as "tracking error"). Whereas the Sharpe Ratio looks at returns relative to a 
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Ratio riskless asset, the Information Ratio is based on returns relative to a risky benchmark. A higher Information Ratio is considered to 
be better than a lower one. 

M2 Modigliani–Modigliani measure: a measure of the risk-adjusted returns of an investment portfolio. It measures the returns of a 
portfolio, adjusted for the deviation of the portfolio relative to that of a benchmark (e.g., the market). It is derived from the widely 
used Sharpe Ratio, but it has the significant advantage of being in units of percent return, which makes it dramatically more 
intuitive to interpret. 

Stutzer index The Sharpe Ratio assumes that the returns to a portfolio are normally distributed. When they not, the Sharpe Ratio would 
overstate the performance of the portfolio. The Stutzer index corrects for this by assigning a lower Sharpe Ratio to a portfolio that 
has negative skewness and high kurtosis. Where the distribution of portfolio returns is normal, the Stutzer index and Sharpe ratio 
are identical. 

Omega For even given threshold or targeted return level (r) the Omega Ratio is the weighted gain/loss ratio relative to r. It uses all of the 
information in a return series instead of simple calculations of figures such as mean and variance. 

Maximum 
Drawdown 

The amount by which your account has fallen in value relative to the highest value that was previously attained. It is calculated by 
subtracting the value at any given point from the highest value that occurred prior to the value you are subtracting. The larger your 
drawdown is, the more difficult it is to recover your account to its previous value and the greater the risk you are essentially taking 
with your portfolio.  

Treynor Ratio A measurement of the returns earned by a managed diversified portfolio in excess of that which could have been earned on a 
portfolio with no diversifiable risk (e.g., Treasury Bills or a completely diversified portfolio), per each unit of market risk assumed. 
The Treynor Ratio relates excess returns over the risk-free rate to the additional risk taken. The higher the Ratio, the better the 
performance of the portfolio under analysis. 

T2 (Treynor 
Ratio Squared) 

With the T2 ratio, the managed portfolio is adjusted such that it has the same degree of systematic or market risk as the market 
portfolio. The return on the adjusted managed portfolio can be readily compared with the return on the market portfolio since 
both have the same level of market risk. The differential return indicates the excess return of the managed portfolio in comparison 
to the benchmark portfolio after adjusting for differences in the market risk. T2 is a better measure of relative performance when 
the market risk of a managed portfolio is the relevant risk comparison metric. 

Upside 
potential Ratio 

Compares the returns to a portfolio (relative to its minimum accepted return) with the risk - risk of failure - that is associated with 
the upside or returns above the minimum. A ratio greater than one is desirable since it means the portfolio's upside outweighs its 
risk of failure. 

Calmar ratio Used to determine return relative to drawdown (downside) risk in a hedge fund. Generally speaking, the higher the Calmar ratio, 
the better. 

Modified VaR 
Cornish-Fisher 

Value-At-Risk (VaR) gauges the probability of losing more than a percentage of a portfolio based on the statistical analysis of 
historical price trends and volatilities of the portfolio. VaR assumes that the probability distribution of a portfolio's returns is 
normal. If not, the VaR model is adjusted to account for non-normality using the Cornish-Fisher expansion, which can adjust the 
VaR in terms of asymmetry (skewness) and kurtosis. 
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Appendix G: Exporting data 
Certain ArbMaker data can be copy/pasted into other applications. For example, from the Results and Watchlist screens users can click the “Details” tab on the row of 

any pair to see underlying prices, the modelled price for the Y symbol, Residuals and so forth. A screenshot from the Results part of the Cointegration scanner screen 

below shows some of these data with a selection highlighted ready for export: 

 

What is highlighted in beige can be copied (CTRL+C) from ArbMaker and then pasted CTRL+V into other programmes such as Excel. 
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Appendix H: Utilities - Importing & Exporting the Watchlist and other data 
To back up symbols saved on the Watchlist, as well as trading data, a .txt file can be generated from the Utilities screen. This is useful both for simple 

backing up purposes and to facilitate synchronisation between copies of the software running on multiple computers. 

“Export” generates the file. “Import” asks the user to navigate to an already generated file and select it. Opening the file populates the Watchlist, 

Portfolios, Tracker and Trades screens with its contents. 

Note that if you import symbols not already in the main symbol database ArbMaker will not be able to run its algorithms against them. 

Finally, under the “Parameters” button in this screen exist the configuration settings applied to internal logging. These may be used in the event users 

contact us for software support and we need to record certain process sequences to track down their issues. The settings should not otherwise be changed 

from the defaults. 
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Appendix I: Error codes 
ArbMaker has a data error detection function built into its Cointegration, Portfolio and Watchlist screens. The detected errors and their descriptions are: 

1. "Pair: X/Y Failed Cointegration Due to Bad Data": most commonly associated with pairs having significant gaps in the matching time series data or a material number 

of repeated values. 

2. "Pair: SymbolY/SymbolX Failed Cointegration Due to Feed Temporal Failure": this error is rare and associated with the variations in volume and speed of IQ’s data 

feed. These can potentially impact the timeout tolerances of ArbMaker and, should there be such an error, a restart of the IQ feed client will be required. 

3. “<Symbol> has bad data”: occurs where the data series of a symbol is less than the date range the test was run for. 

4. "Pair: X/Y Has Insufficient Z Window Data": provoked if the window size data are not enough for the rolling Z calculation. 

5. "Pair: X/Y has a LIVE signal that Failed. Start the IB Client!!!": appears in the ‘Errors’ If IB client is down. 

6. s + "EXECUTION ERROR due to automatic trading failure!!! IB Client is down!": where “s” is the signal text this appears in the ‘Signals’ text area when a signal fails 

due to the IB client being down. 

7. "Pair: X/Y has a LIVE signal that Failed. Enable automatic trading!!!": appears in the ‘Errors’ when an Open live pair fails to execute 

8. s + "- EXECUTION ERROR due to automatic trading failure - Please check that IB and Automatic trading are on": where “s” is the signal text this appears in the 

‘Signals’ text area when an open live signal fails to execute. 

9. "Pair: X/Y Failed to produce Signal. Check pair Strategy & Amounts": appears in the errors when a pair fails to produce a signal possibly due to a synchronization 

problem that results in an open pair without associate trades. If it persists raise a support ticket here so we can arrange to check your database data. 

It is also possible for errors to be generated because symbols have changed or dropped. These will be classed as number 3 above and are usually worth checking in order 

to maintain an up to date database symbology. 

  

http://arb-maker.com/support-2
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Appendix J: The Cointegration process 
The Original X, Original Y, Diff X and Diff Y numbers visible in the software are ‘pre-cointegration’ test results that determine if the conditions for going ahead with full 
cointegration testing have been satisfied. For cointegration to be valid time series data must meet two criteria: 
 

1) On the one hand the “original” or “level” prices of the series must be non-stationary.  “Original” data in the software are the daily share prices. 
2) On the other hand the “differences” of the ordinary prices must be stationary. “Difference” data is difference between the share prices on day 2 vs day 1, day 3 

vs day 2 and so on. 
 
The Dickey Fuller (DF) and augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests are used to determine stationarity. ArbMaker uses the “constant with no trend” regression model. 
 
When conditions (1) and (2) are met the “residuals” can then be tested for stationarity – if they are in turn stationary then the two series are cointegrated. 
 
“Stationary” simply asks that the means, variances and covariances of the data are constant and do not depend on the period in which they are measured. An example: 
typically, original (or level) central bank interest rates and sovereign bond rates are both non-stationary. But their differences are stationary. And tests on the residuals 
will usually show cointegration. 
 
“Residuals” are the difference between actual observed values and those calculated with the regression equation. They are also called “fitting errors”. The software gets 
the residuals by running an ADF regression on the ordinary prices of the shares. 
 
The numbers in the Details tab are a by-product of the tests and are called t-values (or tau statistics in this context). To determine if a given t-value is acceptable (in 
terms of accepting or rejecting stationarity) it is compared to a set of “critical values” for the ADF procedure. 
 
The critical values used on the final piece of the cointegration procedure, residual testing, apply a higher standard than those from the usual ADF process and come from 
MacKinnon’s 1995 work “Numerical Distribution Functions for Unit Root and Cointegration Tests”. 
 
In all this regression running it can be forgotten that the testing results are sensitive to variable order – how does one know which financial instrument is leading and 
which is following? This is determined by yet more regression analysis within an “Error Correction Mechanism” built into ArbMaker. Without this results would be, at 
best, just wrong and, at worst, financially consequential for traders. 
 

Cointegration data in Practice within ArbMaker 
ArbMaker sets out each step of the testing process in its results displaying both final output statistics and pass/fail signals at 95% and 99% confidence for the 

cointegration parts of the process. For the prerequisite stationarity tests we only pass 99% time series in order to mitigate the known weakness of unit root testing (see 

Appendix K); and also to improve the statistical profile of the final scan results shown for cointegration.  
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Appendix K: A cautionary note on the power of unit root tests 
 

 Accept H0 Reject H0 Notes 

H0 is true Correct Decision Type I Error  

H0 is false Type II error Correct Decision  

(H0 = null hypothesis) 

Statistical processes are not infallible.  

ArbMaker uses cointegration as the basis of searching for tradable pairs. Two series may be cointegrated only if they are unit roots - the existence of which is set in 

hypothesis testing as the null hypothesis. 

Unit root tests, including the Dickey-Fuller test used in ArbMaker, are susceptible to low power. It means they may accept the null hypothesis of a unit root when the 

alternative of a stationary series is more likely true.  

In short, the test may pass near unit root processes when it should not. This is referred to as Type II Error. Such errors at the margin of unit roots / stationarity will let 

through series which behave partially like unit roots and may thus lead to decent results in ArbMaker's Back tester. One way to substantially mitigate the chance of this 

error is to increase the number of observations in the testing process. 
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Appendix L: Negative betas 
ArbMaker allows for the trading of pairs displaying negative beta. Positive beta requires BUY/SELL (or vice-versa) transactions. Negative beta requires BUY/BUY or 

SELL/SELL. 

Forex trading throws up more examples of negative beta than equities. The FX backtester will adjust automatically for such examples. 

For equities the choice is made manually pending further internal tests. 
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Appendix M: Fixed and Time Adaptive betas 
Beta captures elements of the risk return relationship between a pair of symbols. One method of calculating beta (β) is to find the slope of the line of best fit in a scatter 

chart of the prices of two symbols. This is a fixed beta approach and it uses all the observations in a given period. So long as the beta ratio remains stable it is a method 

that works very well. 

However, beta ratios can vary greatly. For these cases a beta calculation that adapts over time, whilst filtering out excessive noise, may improve returns. We have two 

methods to capture such variations in beta relationships: the first of these is Robert Goodell Brown’s double exponential smoothing prediction (DESP) model; and the 

second is derived from Rudolf E. Kálmán’s “Kalman Filter”. The Beta chart in the software represents these latter two variable beta methods like this: 

 

Why is this important? The beta determines the hedging ratio of money in symbol X to money in symbol Y in any potential pairs trade. If beta is volatile over the holding 

period of the trade this hedge ratio will be inaccurate using a fixed beta. If it is stable, no. 
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ArbMaker implements the beta ratio in two distinct ways: 

1. Where the beta calculation is fixed the ratio is applied directly to the amounts per side in the back testing window. Under this method a pair is not money 

neutral (unless beta equals 1). For example, a beta of 2 means amount Y will be twice amount X. 

2. Where the beta calculation is adaptive it is applied directly to the spread calculation so that spread Z = Yprice - βXprice. This means amounts Y and X are of equal 

size in the back tester. 

A key implication of the second point is that the shape of the spread under time-adaptive betas can be ‘tuned’ for profit performance.  

For example, this is a spread for EURPLN/GBPAUD under a fixed regime: 
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The same under a DESP regime: 

 

 

And, on the next page, the same under Kalman: 
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Identifying the beta stats in ArbMaker 

Overall, these data are represented thus in the software: 
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The fixed beta regime 

In the graph below symbols X and Y show a fixed beta of 0.464 once a line of best fit is run through the scatter plot of prices. But consider the two graphs in the sections 

after this one – all three are derived from exactly the same price data. 
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Time-Adaptive method using the DESP 

The blue line in the graphs below shows the daily price of Y divided by the price of X. This is the beta ratio. Set next to this plot a fixed beta of 0.464 does not seem such 

a great approximation. It does, however, eliminate all the noise contained in the beta ratio itself. 

 

However a time-varying calculation can also do this. The yellow line above is the DESP. It uses a parameter called “αlpha” that is the smoothing constant and must lie 

between 0 and 1. The closer αlpha is to 0, the more weight given to older observations. As αlpha tends to 0, the DESP approaches a simple mean model. In the chart 
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above αlpha is set to 0.004. Another way of looking at this number is that 1/αlpha equals the average age of the data used in plotting the DESP. So in this case the DESP 

line uses the last 250 observations. 

There is no formally correct procedure for choosing αlpha. Were the goal to most closely predict the beta ratio n days ahead the statistical method of least squares 

would probably be used. But the goal in this application is to find that value of αlpha that produces the best returns in back-testing over a given holding period and 

which will serve as a proxy for use in real trading. If the αlpha is close to 1 the DESP series will be very noisy – that is, close to the original beta ratio – and the signals out 

of the spread chart would bounce around excessively and be of poor quality. 

Bear in mind that the DESP is a forecast. The number of days ahead the forecast attempts to predict is governed by a second parameter called kappa. By default this is 

set to 1 in ArbMaker software. 
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Time-Adaptive method using the Kalman Filter 

If you have a Global Positioning System (GPS) in your mobile telephone or car then you are already using Mr. Kalman’s filer. In a GPS the Kalman filter makes predictions 

of position and updates them based on incoming measurements. Wikipedia has a fine example involving a truck on this page. 

 

We use a Kalman algorithm modified for a single variable - beta. Where the DESP uses αlpha to tune the beta ratio, this Kalman filter uses a parameter called “gain”. In 

the context of pairs trading gain is a function (on the one hand) of the certainty that the observed beta ratio achieves optimal back-tested returns and (on the other 

hand) of the Kalman’s beta prediction for making those returns optimal. With high gain the filter places more weight on observed beta and thus follows them more 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kalman_filter
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closely. With low gain the filter follows the model predictions more closely, smoothing out noise but decreasing responsiveness to changes in the underlying beta ratio. 

In the chart above gain is set to 0.004. At the extremes a gain of one causes the filter to ignore prediction completely; while a gain of zero causes the observations to be 

ignored. 

As with the DESP the goal of the Kalman in this application is to find that value for the gain (the parallel to the DESP’s αlpha) that produces the best returns over a user-

defined holding period in back-testing. This may then be used as a proxy for use in live trading.  

 

Some things to bear in mind 

1. Selecting a beta calculation is a horses-for-courses exercise. One method is not always superior to another and much depends on the volatility of the underlying beta 

ratio. But in general terms, where the right horse has been selected for the course, we have observed that: 

 

 There are higher per trade results under a fixed regime 

 Time varying betas use shorter trade lengths 

 Time varying betas produce higher trade volumes but also a higher percentage of winners 

 The money-neutral design of the time varying beta set-up enables more efficient capital allocation 

 

2. We present both the fixed beta and the beta ratio in the software data grids. If comparing ensure both are based on either in level prices or natural logs in order to 

make a like-for-like analysis. 

3. The regressions in the Engle-Granger model of cointegration are using prices (either level prices or prices transformed to natural logs) - not returns. The typical beta 

calculation on a finance website using, say, the S&P500 as a reference point is made via a regression of the returns of both time series. The results are quite different 

from betas calculated from prices as happens in an Engle-Granger cointegration process. That difference does not lend itself to straightforward beta-to-beta 

comparisons: thus it is not a like-for-like exercise looking at returns-based betas alongside the price-based betas coming out of Engle-Granger. 

4. This focus on price data has distinct advantages over returns-only approaches (like correlation) for spread analysis. There is limited information in returns data. 

Prices, for example, are usually highly autocorrelated whereas returns are not. This means that prices yield a lot of information about spread trend and persistence. 

Cointegration uses all this information in analyzing price/spread behaviour. 
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Appendix N: Setting up the bridge to Interactive Brokers Traders Workstation 
ArbMaker is designed to discover arbitrage opportunities in financial markets that users may subsequently wish to trade electronically via a platform such as that 

provided by Interactive Brokers (IB) Trader Workstation (TWS) platform. ArbMaker therefore has bridge to the TWS platform.  Note that the current version 2.2.X 

supports equities only. 

This bridge feature is offered under the terms of ArbMaker’s End User License Agreement. Users must consider both the Disclaimer of Warranty in Section 11; as well as 

the operational risks of semi or fully automated trading before deciding on the suitableness of the ArbMaker bridge to the TWS platform for their requirements. Users 

assume all the liabilities or risks that go with the decision. 

Risks of Using the ArbMaker bridge to Interactive Brokers Traders Workstation 

These include but are not limited to: 

• Variances in prices due to different data feeds: ArbMaker does not use the Interactive Brokers feed. The IB feed has limited history and chokes data 

speed under even modest demand. Thus there may be variances between the feed prices in ArbMaker and the execution prices found in the IB-TWS. 

Prices in commercial feeds, such as IQ Feed and Bloomberg, are likely to be a close match to those of the IB-TWS platform. 

• Slippage: even where feed prices are the same the price at the time of signal and then at the time of execution may be different. ArbMaker runs a 

P&L using signalled prices. Comparing it to the P&L in TWS will quantify this slippage, if any. 

• Short Inventory: one or both legs in a requested trade may not be filled. Typically this happens where there exists no or insufficient inventory on the 

short side at Interactive Brokers. ArbMaker has cancellation procedures to handle this situation that prevent orphan trades from one half of a pair 

being held.  However, it is possible the long side gets a partial fill before the cancellation is made. This is an out of synchronization situation (see 

below) that requires a manual clean up. 

• Waiting for short inventory to be found: If Interactive Brokers cannot immediately fill the short side they will try to find the inventory to do so. 

ArbMaker will execute the long during this time. If the short side inventory cannot be found the long will remain unhedged in the IB account and 

ArbMaker will show the trade as ‘pending’. This is an out of synchronization situation (see below) that requires a manual clean up. 

• ArbMaker and TWS fall out of sync: most circumstances that could lead to this have, in the opinion of the ArbMaker partners, been considered and 

coded for. But there is a “Force Close” button in ArbMaker’s Portfolio screen should, in unforeseen circumstances, it occur. This is to be used on 

trades once present in both ArbMaker and TWS but now absent from the latter. That is, it cleans ArbMaker of trade data but not TWS. 

• Manual intervention: in the event that a manual intervention to cancel a partially filled order is made on the TWS platform the completed part of 

the order will sit on IB-TWS while ArbMaker will cancel both the order and the partial fill in its own database. This is a further example of how 

ArbMaker and TWS might fall out of sync. To square them away requires closing the completed parts of the original order in TWS. 

http://arb-maker.com/support/147-2
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• Attempting unfunded trades: ArbMaker does not monitor users’ account sizes. If capital is not available at the user’s broker ArbMaker will still try to 

transact. This runs the risk of orphan trades where one half of a signal may be funded successfully but the other is not. ArbMaker does offer a ‘Max 

Pairs in Trade’ option on the Tracker module that may be used to mitigate this risk. 

• Forgetting to tick the “Automatic Trading” box: It is unticked by default and requires ticking with every restart of ArbMaker. In the event a position 

is taken with the option on (ie it went to TWS) and closed with it off (ie it did not go to TWS) ArbMaker will print an error in the Signals messages on 

the Tracker and by email (if those have been configured). But ArbMaker and TWS will be out of sync (with TWS still running the trade) until the 

positions are squared away manually. 

• Electronic and other internet connection issues: ArbMaker is not liable for any events related to users' access to the Internet. 

• IB-TWS account: ArbMaker does not handle, and does not have the expertise to support, any issues arising from users' TWS accounts with IB. 

We advise users of the bridge to TWS begin by demo trading using a TWS paper trading account; and using the semi-automatic mode of the interface before moving 

onto the automatic mode in order to become familiar with the order and execution flow mechanics. 

It is also good practice do verify the shortability of symbols placed in your portfolio before attempting to trade them. IB has an online tool for this. 

  

http://ibkb.interactivebrokers.com/video/1073
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Set-up and Install 

The IB trading platform can be automated in ArbMaker to start up, close and exit in response to the same actions by ArbMaker. To do this requires the 3rd party 

software package TWS Start. However, the user may also initiate the bridge to IB’s TWS without using TWS Start. In this case configure TWS as shown in section C 

below and then run ArbMaker once TWS is up. TWS will ask you to accept the incoming connection attempt from ArbMaker. Click OK and the bridge is complete.  

A: To install and use IB’s TWS with ArbMaker using the 3rd party product TWS Start: 

1. Open a trading account with Interactive Brokers assuming you do not have one - you will receive a Username and a Password. 

2. Download and install the 3rd party software TWS Start 2.5. Note that ArbMaker is entirely unaffiliated with TWS Start and does not support it. 

3. Configure TWS-Start.  

 Double click 'TWS Start 2.5'/'TWS Start 2.5 with Autorun' icon on your desktop (or Start->All Programs->TWS Start->TWS Start/TWS Start with Autorun) 

 Click on the “Configurations” option in the sidebar and enter your IB Username/Password in the textboxes below 'Login' 

 

http://www.interactivebrokers.com/ibg/main.php
http://twsstart.free.fr/download.html
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4. Download and install TWS Workstation.  

B: Understand and confirm the “Trad. Settings” parameters: 

1. Go->Feeds->Trad. Settings. The default settings for IB are shown against the “Interactive Brokers” row under the Strategy description “Standard”. 

2. Transmit Trades: this parameter defines the mode of trading via IB’s TWS as either semi-automatic (when it is not ticked) or automatic (when it is). The next 

section Trading in the IB-TWS Platform from ArbMaker provides detail about both modes. 

3. Limit: if selected the order must find prices at the time of execution better than the percentage limits either side of the price at the time of signal. The 

percentage applied is defined by the “%” field described in number 6 below. For example, a buy limit of 5% on the long side of a pairs trade will only execute if 

prices are at least 5% lower than the signalled price. If the signal came at $10 the buy half will be filled at $9.50 or lower. Conversely, a short limit order will fill 

only at the signalled price plus the limit percentage or higher. Thus a $10 price at signal will only short at $10.50 or higher with a 5% limit. If this field is unticked 

the order is treated as a market order and will use the best available prices. 

4. Time Limit: if ticked the TTL defined below in (5) will be applied to all orders whether limit or market. 

5. TTL: the length of time measured in seconds that the software will attempt to fill orders before abandoning. 

6. %: the percentage limits applied to the price at the time of signal which execution prices must meet to execute an order on TWS. 

7. Default: the box that is ticked in this column designates the strategy orders will follow. Use the “Add New Trading System” button to design and add additional 

strategies. 

8. Buy (Entry), Sell (Entry), Buy (Exit) and Sell (Exit): these must be set to the default values of Buy/Sell/Buy/Sell respectively. There is a dropdown on each 

containing the choices and another called “Sell Short”. Do not select “Sell Short” for it is no longer supported as part of Interactive Brokers API code set.  As far 

as the coding goes, selling short is covered by the “Sell” option even though the terminology is slightly at odds with the reality of trading. We have left the “Sell 

Short” option in for testing and expansion purposes with other brokers. 

  

http://individuals.interactivebrokers.com/en/p.php?f=tws&ib_entity=llc
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C: Next, configure ArbMaker for IB and TWS: 

First go Parameters->Exchanges and select “Interactive Brokers” in the “Brokers column against each exchange row you intend to trade via the TWS platform: 
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Next: 

 

1. Open ArbMaker and Go->Feeds->Trading APIs 

2. Leave the “Broker”, “API”, “Name”, “App”, and “Ver” fields as they are 

3. Parameter 1: may be set to ‘A’ or left blank. If set to 'A', ArbMaker will automatically run the TWS Start 2.5 - using the Autorun version. The latter, in turn, will 

automatically run and open the IB trading platform. If left blank the IB-TWS Interface must be started manually 

4. Parameter 1 controls the behaviour of Parameters 2 and 3. Parameter 2 is set by default to 'C' meaning IB TWS will close IB-TWS when ArbMaker is closed. 

Parameter 3 is set by default to 'Q' meaning it quits IB-TWS when ArbMaker is closed 

5. Path: Path of the directory where TWS Start is installed in the user’s computer. Set in ArbMaker as c:\twsstart 

6. Programme: default name for the TWS Start programme is set as TWSSTART.EXE 

7. Host: IP Address of the host pc. Default set in ArbMaker to 127.0.0.1 

8. UserID/Password: these can be left blank since they are configured separately inside TWS Start 

9. Admin: Set this to match the value sitting inside TWS by going to TWS->Configure->API->Settings. In the “Socket Port” filed you should see the matching 7496 

value as in the screenshot below 
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10. Lookup: must be the same as the Admin value above 

11. “Timeout Launch”, “Conn. Timeout” and “Retry”:  the default settings are 30/5/10 seconds but can be changed 

12. Exists: tick to launch ArbMaker and IB TWS together, using TWS Start as the intermediary.  

13. Open H: if ticked restricts trading to official opening hours. Unticked it includes pre and post market trading 

14. UTC: if ticked converts bourses in different time zones to Coordinated Universal Time in order to match data points on a like-for-like basis during intraday 

analyses  

15. Inside the TWS platform Go->Configure->API->Settings and tick “'Enable ActiveX and Socket Clients” checkbox as shown below and then click “OK” 
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16. Close ArbMaker, TWS and TWS Start and restart ArbMaker alone in order that the preceding changes take effect.   

17. If all has gone well you will be asked to confirm the connection between ArbMaker and TWS by the latter as shown below. Click “OK” and configuration is done. 
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Trading in the IB-TWS Platform from ArbMaker  

In addition to simply using the manual “Trade” buttons in the “Tracker” screen there are two automation modes possible when using TWS: 

Semi-automated 

In this mode orders following trade signals are sent to the TWS API tab where they sit until the user manually confirms by pressing the TWS “Transmit” button on the API 

screen. This action executes the order and records the results in both the user's IB account and within the ArbMaker user-interface. To operate the bridge thus: 

d) Go->Feeds->Trad. Settings and ensure the “Transmit Trades” box against the Interactive Brokers row is unticked 

 

 
 

e) Then Go->Operations->Tracker and tick the “Automatic Trading” box near the top left corner of the screen 
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f) In this configuration orders will go to Interactive Brokers as shown and described in the following screen shot of the IB TWS platform: 
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Automated 

As above but with the “Transmit Trades” box against the Interactive Brokers row ticked. In this mode there will be no manual intervention required to execute orders 

triggered by signals in ArbMaker. They will go straight to the “Pending” tab visible in the previous screenshot until filled. At that point they move to the “Portfolio” tab 

also visible above. 
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Post-trade results 

After a trade is executed the results are visible under the “Trades” button. Four main tabs are visible with two of these for simulated trades and two for live trades. TWS 

trades go to the live trade tabs “Open Live Trades” and “Closed Live Trades”. In the shot below some closed live trades are shown with descriptions: 
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IB TWS Miscellany 

Routing: ArbMaker is configured out-of-the-box to take advantage of Interactive Brokers SMART routing technology on both US and non-US bourses where the 

technology is available. 

 

Scarcity: in an ideal world, all the orders in a pair trade would be filled in little or time, particularly given the speed of occurrence of events in the Internet. Market 

exchanges of any kind cannot, however, avoid scarcity. So, orders may or may not be filled because one or both halves of a pair of equities Is unavailable. Generally, 

there are 3 scenarios: 

1. Both halves of the trade are available. IB-TWS fills the order, debits the user's IB account with the assets – equities, for example - and credits the cash 

balance in the account subject to the IB terms and conditions of the account and the rules on the margin requirements. The transaction is recorded in 

ArbMaker Go->Operations->Trades->Open Live Trades tab with an ArbMaker generated reference that is also sent to the TWS platform for cross-referencing 

purposes.  

2. The short side cannot be completed due to lack of inventory. IB-TWS will fill the leg available and try to fill the short inventory side for the time defined by 

the user in the Go->Feeds->Trad. Settings screen. This is set by the TTL fields and measured in seconds. To be applied the “Time Limited” box must be ticked. 

If the inventory is not located in the defined TTL, the Interface declares the total order 'unfilled' and 'kills' the entire trade. The failed transaction is recorded 

in ArbMaker Go->Operations->Trades->Open Live Trades tab.  

3. Neither side of the trade is available. IB-TWS will try to fill both legs for the TTL period. The failed transaction is recorded in ArbMaker Go->Operations-

>Trades->Open Live Trades tab. 
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Appendix O: The ArbMaker End User License Agreement (EULA) 
(For the latest EULA check here) 

IMPORTANT, READ CAREFULLY: This Software End User License Agreement (this “EULA”) is a legal agreement between you (the “Licensee”) and Sparrow Holdings, LLC 

(the “Company”) regarding your use of the software products ArbMaker Cointegration Software which may include associated software components, media, printed 

materials, and “online” or electronic documentation (together the “Software”). An amendment or addendum to this EULA may accompany the software. By obtaining a 

registration code for this Software from the Company YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE 

SOFTWARE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT INSTALL, COPY, OR USE THE SOFTWARE. Further, the Company bear no responsibility for unauthorised, illegal or modified 

copies of its software that may be offered by and may have been tampered with by 3rd parties. These might produce unexpected results. 

1. Grant of EULA. 

The Company, as Licensor, grants to you, as Licensee, the non-exclusive right to: 

i. Use and display one (1) copy of the Software on one (1) computer system at a single location. 

ii. Print and use one (1) copy of any written materials accompanying the Software that are provided to the Licensee in electronic form. 

If the single computer on which the Licensee uses the Software is a multi-user system, then this EULA covers all users on that single system. This EULA does not allow the 

distribution, copying or use of the Software over a network, even if the Software is copied and stored on a single computer system and used only by one (1) computer 

system on the network at a time. 

2. Reservation of rights and ownership. 

The Company reserves all rights not expressly granted the Licensee in this EULA. The Software and all subsequent copies and updates of the Software and related 

documentation are protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and treaties regardless of the form or media in or on which they exist. The Company or 

its suppliers own the title, copyright, and all other intellectual property and like proprietary rights subsisting in the Software and the associated documentation. Save for 

the rights expressly granted to the Licensee pursuant to this EULA, all rights in the Software and the associated documentation are retained by and belong to the 

Company. The Software is licensed, not sold. 

3. Copy Restrictions. 

The Software, including its accompanying written materials, is copyrighted by the Company. Unauthorized copying of the Software, including copies of the Software that 

have been modified, merged or included with other software, or of the written materials accompanying the Software, is expressly forbidden. The Licensee may be held 

http://arb-maker.com/support/147-2
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legally responsible for any copyright infringement that is caused or encouraged by the Licensee’s failure to abide by the terms of this EULA. Subject to these restrictions, 

the Licensee may make one (1) copy of the Software (excluding any printed copies of its written materials) solely for backup purposes as long as the Licensee reproduces 

and includes the Company’s copyright notice on the backup copy.  

4. Use Restrictions. 

The Licensee may physically transfer the Software from one computer to another provided that the Software is stored and used on only one (1) computer at a time. The 

Licensee may not: 

i. Electronically transfer the Software from one computer to another over a network. 

ii. Distribute copies of the Software or its accompanying written materials to others. 

iii. Modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, de-compile, disassemble, or create derivative works based on the Software. 

iv. Modify, adapt, translate or create derivative works based on the written materials accompanying the Software. 

5. Transfer Restrictions. 

This Software is licensed only to the Licensee and may not be transferred to anyone else without the prior written consent of the Company. In the case that the 

Company authorises the transfer of the Software the transferee of the Software shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this EULA. In no event may the Licensee 

transfer, sub-contract, assign, rent, lease, sell or otherwise dispose of the Software on a temporary or permanent basis except as expressly provided by this EULA. In 

addition, the Licensee may not separate from the Software, transfer, sub-contract, assign, or otherwise distribute in any way the registration code(s) provided to the 

Licensee by the Company for the Software. 

6. Updates. 

Any updates of the Software provided or made available to the Licensee under this EULA shall be covered by this EULA and deemed part of the Software. The Licensee 

agrees to be bound by this EULA with regard to all such updates. 

7. EULA Term and Registration Codes. 

a) Available Licenses. The Licensee may acquire a beta (testing trial), an evaluation term (commercial trial), a month term, a biannual term or an annual 

term license for use of the Software. A beta license allows the Licensee to use the software for a term decided by the Licensor at the start of the beta 

test period. An evaluation term license allows the Licensee to use the Software for a single, fourteen (14) day trial period. The Licensee may purchase a 

month term, a biannual term or an annual term license to use the Software for a thirty (30) day, six (6) month or one year period respectively. 
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b) At its sole discretion the Company may from time to time make available for sale perpetual term licenses. Such licenses would allow for the permanent 

use of the Software. 

c) If the Company has provided an evaluation edition of the Software to the Licensee, the Licensee may install the Software on a single computer in order 

to evaluate the Software until the expiration date built into the Software (“expiration date”).  After the expiration date, the Software will cease to 

function unless the Licensee purchases a license from the Company for use of the Software.  The Licensee agrees not to defeat the Software’s expiration 

mechanism or continue using the Software beyond the expiration date without paying a license fee. 

d) EULA Fees. The Licensee will receive the appropriate registration code for a month term, biannual, annual term or perpetual term license only after 

payment of the applicable fees for such license as specified by the Company’s then current fee schedule. As all license fees are non-refundable, the 

Company strongly suggests that, prior to the purchase of a biannual, an annual or perpetual term license, the Licensee obtain an evaluation term license 

for the Software and use the Software for the applicable fourteen (14) day trial period. Again, all payments for a month term license, a biannual term, an 

annual term license or a perpetual license are non-refundable. 

e) Registration Codes. The Software will not operate without the input of a valid registration code and will stop functioning after the expiration of the time 

period corresponding to the license term represented by the registration code. Upon acquisition by a Licensee of an evaluation term license, or purchase 

of a month term, annual term or perpetual term license, the Company will provide the Licensee with registration codes corresponding to the term of 

such licenses, for use on a single computer. 

f) Month term licenses expire upon the conclusion of the applicable purchased license term and may be renewed upon expiration. 

g) Biannual term licenses expire upon the conclusion of the applicable purchased license term and may be renewed upon expiration. 

h) Annual term licenses expire upon the conclusion of the applicable purchased license term and may be renewed upon expiration. 

 8.  Notices. 

The Licensee agrees to respect and not to remove, modify, obliterate, or cancel from view any copyright, trademark, confidentiality or other proprietary notice, mark or 

legend appearing in the Software or output generated by the Software and to reproduce and include same on each copy of Software. 

9. Termination. 

a) This EULA is effective until terminated. This EULA will terminate: 

i. Automatically without notice from the Company if the Licensee fails to comply with any of the provisions of this EULA. 

ii. Upon the expiration of the license term corresponding to the registration code(s) provided to the Licensee by the Company unless the Licensee 

obtains a new registration code (by purchase of a new month, annual term, or perpetual term license) from the Company prior to the expiration 

of such license term. 
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b) Upon termination of this EULA: 

i. All rights granted to the Licensee under this Licence shall cease. 

ii. The Licensee must cease all activities permitted by this Licence. 

iii. The Licensee shall immediately destroy all copies of the Software including any modified copies of the Software and printed copies of its 

accompanying written materials, if any. The Licensee agrees to confirm this to the Company upon request. 

10. Limited Warranty. 

a. The Company’s warranties under this Licence are given and available only to the Licensee and not to any other person, firm or entity. 

b. The Company warrants that the Software will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying documentation available on the arb-

maker.com website for a period of 60 (sixty) days from the date of the Licensee’s first purchase of a month term, annual term or perpetual term 

registration code (provided that the Software is properly used on the computer and with the operating system for which it was designed). If the 

Company is notified of any such significant failures during the Warranty Period, it will correct such significant failures in the Software which have been 

notified to it within a reasonable time or (at its option) provide or authorise a refund (against return of the Software and all copies of it). 

c. The above represent the Licensee’s sole remedies for any breach of the Company’s warranties. Except for any refund elected by the Company, the 

Licensee is not entitled to any damages, including but not limited to consequential damages, if the Software does not meet the Company’s Limited 

Warranty, and, to the maximum extent allowed by applicable law, even if any remedy fails of its essential purpose. The terms of Section 11 below are 

also incorporated into this Limited Warranty. 

11. Disclaimer of Warranty. 

a. The Limited Warranty that appears above is the only warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties 

of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, that are made by Company for the Software. No oral or written information or advice given by 

the Company, its agents and employees or any advertising, documentation, packaging or other communications shall create a warranty or in any way 

increase the scope of this warranty and the Licensee may not rely on any such information or advice. This warranty gives the Licensee specific legal 

rights. The Licensee may have other rights, which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

b. Except for the Limited Warranty and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, the Company and its suppliers provide the Software and 

support services (if any) “as is” without warranty of any kind. Further, the Company does not warrant, guarantee, or make any representations regarding 

the use, or the results of the use, of the Software or its accompanying written materials in terms of correctness, accuracy, reliability, currentness, or 

otherwise. The entire risk as to the results and performance of the Software is assumed by the Licensee. The Company does not and is not providing any 
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advice or recommendations regarding the purchase of securities and no information provided by the Company or the Software, including its 

accompanying written materials, should be construed as any such advice or recommendation. 

c. The Company and anyone else who has been involved in the creation, production, or delivery of the Software accept no liability and shall have no 

liability of any kind to the Licensee for any damages including, without limitation, loss of data or for indirect, special, incidental, consequential (including 

lost profit), or other damages based in contract, tort or otherwise arising out of the Licensee’s use of or inability to use the Software, even if the 

Company has been advised of the possibility of such damages. The Company shall have no liability with respect to the content of the Software or any 

part thereof, including but not limited to errors or omissions contained therein, libel, infringements of rights of publicity, privacy, trademark rights, 

business interruption, personal injury, loss of privacy, moral rights or the disclosure of confidential information. Because some jurisdictions do not allow 

the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to the Licensee. 

d. The Licensee acknowledges that, in entering into this EULA, no reliance has been placed on any representation, undertaking or promise given by the 

Company prior to entering into this EULA except as expressly stated in this EULA. 

12. Support 

a. The Company will endeavour to answer by email any queries the Licensee may have regarding the use of the Software. 

b. The Company has no obligation to make any support available in respect of the Evaluation Version although the Company may in its sole discretion 

decide to make support available. 

13. General. 

a. The Licensee agrees that the Licensor shall have the right, after supplying undertakings as to confidentiality, to audit any computer system on which the 

Software is installed in order to verify compliance with this EULA. 

b. This EULA constitutes the complete and exclusive statement of the license agreement between the Licensor and the Licensee with respect to the subject 

matter of this EULA and supersedes all proposals, representations, understandings and prior agreements, whether oral or written, and all other 

communications between us relating to that subject matter. 

c. Any clause in this EULA that is found to be invalid or unenforceable shall be deemed deleted and the remainder of this EULA shall not be affected by that 

deletion. 

14. Governing Law. 

This EULA, including without limitation, its Disclaimer of Warranty and limited warranty, is governed by the laws of the State of Iowa. 


